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IMAGE CREDITS
Cover Caption: Launched from Earth on July 30, 2020, NASA’s Mars 2020 rover landed on the Red 
Planet on February 18, 2021. The rover Perseverance and its helicopter companion Ingenuity will search 
for signs of ancient microbial life, advancing NASA’s quest to explore the past habitability of Mars. 
This cover features five photos of thousands already gathered by the mission, layered with a simple 
illustration of Perseverance and Ingenuity.

Cover Design: Emily Hromi (emilyhromi@gmail.com)

The current design of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates small sections 
of several NASA images for its page mastheads. These and other images 
can be accessed from NASA websites such as Mars Exploration, 
Scientific Visualization Studio, and Hubble Space Telescope websites at  
www.spacetelescope.org/images/ and hubblesite.org/images/gallery. And 
because all these photos are from NASA, they are free to use (with 
proper credit).

Image Credits page background image:  NGC 2074 in the Large Magellanic Cloud
Credit:  NASA, ESA, and M. Livio (STScI)

Image Credits page inset image:  M96: A Galactic Maelstrom
Credit:  ESA/Hubble & NASA and LEGUS Team

State News Masthead:  Young stars in the “wing” of the Small Magellanic Cloud
Credit: NASA, ESA, CXC and University of Potsdam, JPL-Caltech, and STScI

Bulletin Board Masthead:  M13: A Celestial Snow Globe of Stars
Credit:  NASA, ESA, and Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Articles Masthead:  Newborn stars within the Prawn Nebula
Credit:  European Southern Observatory

IPS Update Masthead:  Big Blue Marble Earth
Credit:  R. Stockli, A. Nelson, F. Hasler, NASA/ GSFC/ NOAA/ USGS
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I hope that this message finds you warm, and I hope that it 
also finds you well.

As I write this letter in early February, the snow is 
falling and there is talk of a polar vortex headed this way 
for next week. No matter what any of the groundhogs say, 
we know that spring is on the way. The days are getting 
noticeably longer, and eventually the warmth will follow.

There is a feeling of hope now that vaccination 
efforts are underway. More states are lifting restrictions 
and hopefully more of our domes will be permitted to open 
in some fashion as we progress through spring and on into 
summer. And we all hope that those planetaria already 

open can continue to operate safely.
This year we are planning for our in-person conference in November at Kalamazoo, with adjustments to blend 

regular and online participation for those who will not be able to attend in person. A highlight for certain will be the 
election of executive officers, including the new position of Executive Committee Inclusion & Outreach Officer. I hope 
very much that this position will help our membership to connect and communicate more effectively amongst ourselves 
and within our communities.

Let us look forward with hope and determination toward building a truly inclusive future.

President’s
Message

Waylena McCully

Congratulations! You have survived the past year!

In a normal year, that accomplishment would have seemed 
inconsequential. But not in 2020!

It’s hard to believe that it’s been one year since a virus only 
1/10,000th of a millimeter in size changed the lives of nearly 
everyone on this planet. Fortunately, there is now a light at the 
end of our long, dark, shared tunnel that’s growing brighter 
with each passing week. Hopefully, a significant portion of the 
population can be vaccinated before summer ends, and a return 
to the world we know and love can begin. Just imagine how 
monumental that day will feel!

And while we wait, there’s nothing like a new rover on Mars 
to buoy our spirits and raise public awareness of astronomy 
and space exploration! No doubt your patrons, friends, and 
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family are asking many questions about the Perseverance rover and its flying companion, Ingenuity. The February 18th 
landing was a stellar success, and we and our audiences have many exciting times ahead as this newest Mars rover from 
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory carries out its mission in Jezero Crater. Emily Hromi’s 11th newsletter cover 
celebrates NASA’s latest interplanetary accomplishment. Only time will tell what discoveries it will make in the months 
ahead!

Please note that the deadline window for the summer issue of the GLPA Newsletter is early May. Please submit your 
facility reports to your State Chairs by the end of April. Have a wonderful spring and enjoy your state meeting!

NASA-JPL

mailto:waystar@gmail.com
mailto:bart.benjamin@icloud.com?subject=
https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/
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The Adler Planetarium in Chicago 
remains closed to the general public for 
the foreseeable future. However, the staff 
is hopeful that they will be able to reopen 
later this year. In the interim, they’ve 
earned some unexpected income by 
renting their building for television 
location shoots. In November, they 
hosted a multi-day shoot for Ordinary 
Joe, an NBC TV pilot. The crew filmed 
in their larger planetarium dome, historic 

Atwood Sphere, and several other locations both inside and 
outside! In February, Adler hosted a crew from ABC 
News’ 20/20 for an interview with Adler collaborator and 
Afrofuturism expert Ytasha Womack. [See Adler’s photos 
on page 7]. While not as consistent as daily operation, 
these shoots have provided a much needed reminder of 
both the impact and the joy associated with their work to 
connect people to the universe and each other.

The Illinois State University Planetarium in 
Normal remains closed to the public due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. No reopening date has been set for the 
planetarium’s on-site programs. Meanwhile, the ISU 
Planetarium continues to share astronomy and general 
science programs and activities on its website, Facebook 
page, and YouTube Channel. Additionally, the planetarium 
has offered a series of Big Astronomy interviews and events 
through Facebook. Educators and the public can find free 
programs on their YouTube Channel. These include a flat-
screen version of Legends of the Night Sky - Perseus and 
Andromeda and children’s shows exploring weather and 
the Moon.

The Staerkel Planetarium is continuing to 
provide exclusively virtual programming to the public and 
their videos are now compiled onto their new YouTube 
channel. This includes their Prairie Skies shows, their 
James B. Kaler Science Lectures, and videos that they 
produced to celebrate the Hubble anniversary and the 
arrival of the Mars missions. Their operations manager, 
Cindy Reynolds, has accepted a new permanent position 
elsewhere at Parkland College. She will assist in training 
her replacement when the planetarium and theater can 
reopen. Their producer, Waylena McCully, has shifted her 
job responsibilities to help the college with contact tracing 
for new COVID-19 cases. The planetarium doors are still 
open for some astronomy and earth science classes. They 
provide a welcome respite to our Zoom-centered lives.

S TAT E  N E W S

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS: Tom Willmitch
ISU Planetarium
Normal, Illinois
trwillm@ilstu.edu

INDIANA: Melinda O’Malley
PHM Planetarium
Mishawaka, Indiana
momalley@phm.k12.in.us

MICHIGAN: Paulette Epstein
Michigan Science Center
Detroit, Michigan
paulette.a.epstein@gmail.com

OHIO: Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Bowling Green, Ohio
dwsmith@bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA: Manfred Olson Planetarium

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
jcreight@uwm.edu

BEYOND Mary Holt
THE Morrison Planetarium
LAKES: San Francisco, California

mholt@calacademy.org
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The Dome Planetarium within the Peoria Riverfront Museum closed to the public from November 20, 
2020 through March 6, 2021. The staff is looking forward to reopening with capacity limits and other 
precautions in place. Their virtual content continues to be popular. A livestream of the Great Conjunction of 
Jupiter and Saturn reached 82,000 views! Their annual Interplanetary 5K will be virtual this year. They are 
excited that they will finally be able to upgrade their digital projectors! A grant from the State of Illinois and 

private donations will fund the replacement of their five Spacegate quinto projectors. They will be keeping their Zeiss 
ZKP4 starball, and installing six Sony 270 laser phosphor projectors for a 6.5K resolution system, powered by Evans & 
Sutherland’s Digistar 7.

The Strickler Planetarium at Olivet Nazarene University in Bourbonnais remains closed to the public for the 
spring semester and is being used at a reduced capacity for lectures and labs for campus classes. This semester, they have 
begun integrating the planetarium into their geology labs as well, using their Digistar 6 to allow students to navigate to 
different geological features of interest on the Earth’s surface. They have also hosted multiple Zoom field trips for school 
groups with a virtual planetarium presentation and Q&A session. Virtual field trips, while not ideal, do allow the staff to 
host more students at once than they could fit in the planetarium before COVID!

S TAT E  N E W SS TAT E  N E W S Vernal Equinox, 2021
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The outside of the Adler Planetarium, illuminated for an exterior film shot One of several scenes filmed inside the Adler’s Grainger 
Sky Theater

Interview preparations in the Adler’s Welcome Gallery
Ytasha Womack posing in front of artwork from 
her Rayla Universe book series
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There was no news received from Michigan this issue.

S TAT E  N E W SS TAT E  N E W S Vernal Equinox, 2021
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The Koch Immersive Theater and Planetarium in Evansville continues to remain open, presenting 
2-4 shows daily, but was recently reduced from four to three days each week. They are currently 
offering daily presentations of a live star show, plus 1 - 3 fulldome movies each day. Beginning in 
March, they began screening the fulldome film Drifting North-Into the Polar Night produced by CU 
Boulder’s Fiske Planetarium. Committed to offering a safe observing experience for last year’s Great 
Conjunction, after much preparation and the bare minimum of an announcement on social media, 
their planetarium experienced a 
record turn-out at its conjunction 
event. [See photo ➞ ]. Preparations 
included taping thirty pieces of black 
gaffing tape ten feet apart on the 

sidewalk wrapping around the front of their building, 
numerous outdoor stanchions, social distancing signage, a 
mandatory face covering requirement and thorough 
alcohol disinfection of each telescope eyepiece after each 
family/person had a look. 400 people showed up for their 
brief 1½ hour event, including a few dozen people who 
had to be turned away after the planets set. A helpful — 
less than freezing — breeze likely added to the overall 
safety for those that attended, reports the Director of 
Science Experiences Mitch Luman, who operated one of 
their two telescopes.

The Brown Planetarium in Muncie is currently providing a very unique learning space to three college classes 
(i.e. one geography class and two astronomy classes). These classes were selected because of the ability to use fulldome 
visuals to enhance the class as well as provide a physically distanced environment at Ball State. Ball State’s “Constellation 
Crew” is at it again! Each Friday, the Brown Planetarium Director Dayna Thompson and Ball State graduate and 
undergrad students discuss a constellation on Facebook Live. The event is later uploaded to the planetarium’s YouTube 
page. Since COVID-19, Brown Planetarium staff have hosted virtual visits from all over the country, including 
Washington, California, Pennsylvania, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, and of course their home state of Indiana. They also had 
their first crowdfunding campaign to help support their virtual content, raising enough funds to purchase new webcams, 
lights, and other materials. Ball State has also recently partnered with the International Planetarium Society and the 
American Association of Variable Star Observers (an international consortium of amateur and professional astronomers) 
to create content for planetariums world-wide. The team are creating visuals and scripts for planetarians to use during 
their planetarium shows, social media posts, and more. You can also find a 360-degree episode and a free downloadable 
2K fisheye version for planetarium domes on the AAVSO website at https://www.aavso.org/featured-variables. A new 
episode will be available each month this year to augment their live night sky presentations.

https://www.aavso.org/featured-variables


https://www.digitaliseducation.com


The Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums held a virtual meeting on January 27th, 
hosted by Matt Young of the Euclid Schools Planetarium. Matt reported on an extensive 
building program at Euclid that will include upgrades to the planetarium.

Most Ohio planetariums remain closed due to the coronavirus. Among others, those 
closed include the Ritter Planetarium at the University of Toledo (Alex Mak), the Newhard 
Planetarium at the University of Findlay (Steven Wild), the Ward Beecher Planetarium at 
Youngstown State University (Pat Durrell and crew), and the Westlake Schools Planetarium 
(Jeanne Bishop).

Gene Zajac is back on the mainland and as busy as ever. He has been doing Zoom 
meetings with Cleveland Public Schools thanks to daughter Sara, a pre-K teacher there. Gene 
has logged six classes for elementary classrooms and the special education class and will be 

doing a Girl Scout program about space flight and women in space. His elementary programs have been about the solar 
system, Greek mythology, and landing space probes on Mars.  

The Hoover-Price Planetarium in Canton re-opened in October for limited public programs. Seating is limited to 
10 guests per show.

Across the state, the BGSU Planetarium in Bowling Green is running public shows and hosting BGSU 
astronomy classes taught by Dale Smith. The current public show is Life Under the Arctic Sky featuring footage of the 
northern lights and of reindeer herding by the Sami culture. Children’s shows are on the agenda on the last Saturday of the 
month. Attendance, which was slow in the fall, has rebounded this winter. Some campus groups have also booked shows 
including Air Force ROTC cadets who saw Arctic Sky and a residence hall group who saw Natural Selection about the 
epochal work of Charles Darwin. Both shows feature the creativity of Robin Sip at Mirage 3D. The planetarium also hosts 
the weekly graduate seminar of BGSU’s Department of Physics and Astronomy. A recent seminar discussed measurements 
of oxygen and iron abundances in disk stars in the Milky Way and concluded that stars may form well above the canonical 
upper limit of about a hundred solar masses.

The spring Ohio state meeting will be held on Saturday, May 1st. It will be hosted by Suzie Dills of the Hoover-
Price Planetarium at the McKinley Museum in Canton. Ohioans had been hoping for a face-to-face meeting, but now 
expect to conduct it virtually due to the continuing prevalence of the coronavirus pandemic.

S TAT E  N E W SS TAT E  N E W S
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The Barlow Planetarium at the UW-Oshkosh Fox Cities in 
Menasha, Wisconsin has been open to the public and small groups 
since September with limited seating and enhanced cleaning 
procedures to make visitors safe. Holiday program had to be 
expanded by 100% to satisfy demand. On a historical note, 
February 4th marked the 60th anniversary of a planetarium on 
Midway Road in Menasha. It was the second planetarium in 
Wisconsin and is currently the campus with the longest, nearly-
continuous planetarium operation in Wisconsin. In the paper that 
announced its first shows was also an article about the successful 
launch and return of the first primate in space! Finally, numbers are 

coming together for the cost for the next generation Barlow. It is very exciting!
The star parties at the Bell Museum in St. Paul, Minnesota have moved online! With the purchase of a Celestron 

CGX mount, ZWO ASI Air Pro and camera, they can now livestream their monthly events directly to audiences. Since 
September, their monthly events have grown in size and reach, and now surpass attendance at their previous in-person 
events. Another successful online program has been their Constellation Hunter video series — 24 videos that explore how 
to find and sketch the brightest constellations on the Astronomical League Northern Constellation Hunter program list.

The Horowitz-DeRemer Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin will attempt to launch a GPS radio tracker that 
will circle the world in a balloon. Read about this project in their article on page 21.

The L.E. Phillips Planetarium at the University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire remains closed due to the ongoing 
pandemic and hopes to reopen in the fall.



https://www.goto.co.jp/english/


The Manfred Olson Planetarium at the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is finding virtual 
programming for general audiences a rewarding 
experience. In 2020, they had over 8,000 people 
watch their programs live and an additional 3,000 
watched their programs on demand. Social media has 
helped spread the word. The Facebook post about the 
Northern Lights program had a reach of over 
1,500,000 people and more than 1,500 people 
watched it on Zoom live from all states, Canadian 
provinces, and several other countries. This spring, 
they are offering a virtual cultural program called 
Asian Celebrations, which highlights the cultures and 
connections to astronomy of China, Iran, India, and 
Japan. If interested, you can register at https://uwm.edu/planetarium/ (pay what you can including $0).

The Gary E. Sampson Planetarium in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin continues to remain closed to field trips and 
public programming, and will remain closed for the remainder of the 2020-2021 school year. Director Todd DeZeeuw 
continues to teach four classes per day in a hybrid mode, but expects to return to 5 days per week, in-person instruction in 
early April. Time normally set aside for the planetarium continues to be taken up by teaching one fully virtual astronomy 
class.

S TAT E  N E W S
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Images courtesy of the Minnesota State 
University Moorhead Planetarium

The Minnesota State University (MSUM) Moorhead Planetarium remains closed to the 
public but the student staff continue to create virtual content for social media. This semester they 
started Season 2 of Webisodes for the Webiverse, which includes a series on space-themed arts and 
crafts and a weekly read-a-long, among others. Some new series this semester include Moony 
Mondays (Instagram story) and Watercolor Wednesdays (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook 

posts). Last semester a talented student named Abby Bormann recreated winter and circumpolar sky constellations as 
Santa et al. for a Christmas Constellations video (see their Facebook page). The staff is also trying their hand at a podcast 
and are having a blast on TikTok. Follow them on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and TikTok by searching for 
MSUMPlanetarium. They are excitedly awaiting reopening; in the meantime, they continue with virtual content to stay at 
the front of their community’s mind.

Image courtesy of the Manfred Olson Planetarium

https://uwm.edu/planetarium/


As of writing this, the California Academy of Sciences in San 
Francisco is still closed, but is waiting to see when the city will be 
moved from the “purple” to “red” tier, which would allow indoor 
museums to reopen. The change is likely to happen soon if COVID 
cases continue their decreasing trend, but there is no official word yet. 
In the meantime, the planetarium presenter team has been busy with 
their weekly livestreams four days a week, which can be found on 
Morrison Planetarium’s Facebook page as well as frequently on 
OpenSpace’s YouTube channel, and occasionally the Academy’s main 
YouTube channel. School programs especially have ramped up quite a 
bit this semester compared to the fall, with a variety of new online 

offerings. For 3rd-5th grade and 6th-8th grade classes, teachers were able to sign up to receive a video of a flat-screen/
online version of Morrison’s school planetarium shows. After watching the video, the kids were able to submit questions 
which a planetarium presenter later answered during a livestream. The team has done two of these programs for each 
grade range and hopes to continue the program after March. They have also offered a couple different options for the 
K-2nd grade range. The first offering is a twice weekly Mission to the Moon, where an individual class can sign up to 
participate in a live, interactive program with one of the planetarium presenters. As of writing this, there are several 
schools signed up for Mission to the Moon, but the first one isn’t occurring until next week; Mary Holt is excited to give 
that first program! Another option that K-2nd grade schools can sign up for is a live webinar of Shine and Seek where 
many different schools can watch an extended version of the bi-weekly program the team has sent out on Tuesday 
mornings to Facebook Live. The Visualization Studio end of Morrison is busy as ever working on the new fulldome 
planetarium show Living Worlds. The release date of Living Worlds has been pushed to later in the year, in hopes that it 
can be shown in the planetarium when it launches.

The Williamsville Space Lab Planetarium in Williamsville, New York is doing as much as possible to stay 
connected with the K-12 students across the area. Director Mark Percy is teaching a combination of virtual and distanced 
in-person classes. Setting up these meetings has been challenging because every team of teachers has unique 
needs. Because of the restrictions, attendance has been about half of the usual amount. However, most days are full of 
sessions with students of all different ages despite the difficulties. Their public outreach program continues as well. Steve 
Dubois started the season in February with The Night Sky’s Greatest Love Stories. Jackie Baughman will give the inside 
scoop from the OSIRIS-Rex mission in March. Their newest member of the “night crew,” Devon Dice-Jaffri, will be 
leading a class in April all about meteorites, and Tim Collins will wrap up the spring semester with A Bite of Sunshine to 
get folks ready for the partial solar eclipse occurring on June 10, 2021. The team will also be working together to host a 
live watch party on February 18th as the Mars Perseverance Rover completes its journey to the red planet.

At the Fernbank Science Center in Atlanta, Georgia, staff and instructors are back in the building. Students are 
still at home for remote learning, and the science center, planetarium, and observatory are all still closed to the public. The 
gardens and outside areas are open, and when the rain stops for a few minutes, visitors are wandering around. The 

S TAT E  N E W S
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DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the summer issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of April.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to the 
Editor at bart.benjamin@icloud.com for possible 
inclusion in the IPS Planetarian’s “International 
News” column.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.

The GLPA website has a page that provides a 
helpful way to determine who best could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

https://glpa.org/contacts

mailto:bart.benjamin@icloud.com
https://glpa.org/contacts


horticulture department is planning a plant sale (order online and pick up) in the month of April. Dr. 
Scott Harris ran a live session for the Perseverance landing on February 18th. He’s continuing the 
virtual planetarium programs on Friday nights, with emphasis on Black History Month during 
February, and offered well-attended Saturday Science programs with the Atlanta Astronomy 
Club. April Whitt is recording brief The Sky This Week videos for Fernbank’s YouTube channel. 

They’ve been popular with teachers and students.
The Asheville Museum of Science (AMOS) in Asheville, North Carolina is offering limited short-term on-site 

programming with suitable precautions for students as well as public hours at half capacity. Despite these limitations, 
AMOS continues to offer online programming in geology, paleontology, biology, and the like. Staff are working to add 
live sky tours to the GeoDome Panorama (currently showing NASA Eyes interactive displays) as well as to the GeoDome 
Portal using WorldViewer by The Elumenati.

The Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute (PARI) in Rosman, North Carolina offers Gallery (2-hour) and VIP 
(4-hour) tours of its facilities. Its AdventureDome (a 22-foot Starlab dome with a Digitalis Digitarium Zeta Pro projection 
system) offers 2-, 3- and 4-hour visits for school groups. Public events are planned for March 12th (Space’s Greatest 
Myths); April 9th (Yuri’s Night Viewing); May 1st (Space Day Open House); May 4th (Moon Day); May 7th (Eta 
Aquarids); and June 4th (Space, Spies and Secrets).

Mayland Community College in Burnsville, North Carolina reports, “Construction is moving forward on the 
[Glenn and Carol Arthur Planetarium at the Mayland Earth to Sky Park] [but delayed by] weather and COVID. The 
foundation is done and they are currently working on the plumbing and electrical. They should finish [the week of 
February 4] and then the actual pad will be poured and the walls will go vertical. We are now shooting for an opening this 
summer – COVID dependent. We have hired a part-time person to help us get the [planetarium operational and 
programmed].”

S TAT E  N E W S
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P L A N E TA R I U M  S O C I A L  M E D I A  R E S O U R C E S

GLPA’s Facebook page
www.facebook.com/glpasocial/

Administrators: Renae Kerrigan, Michael 
McConville, Tom Dobes, Paulette Epstein

GLPA’s Twitter page
twitter.com/GLPAsocial
Administrator: Mike Smail

GLPA’s Instagram page
www.instagram.com/glpasocial/

Administrators: Jackie Baughman, Michael 
McConville

Slack (Planetarians team)
planetarians.slack.com

Workspace Owners (for #glpa): Derrick Rohl, Mike 
Smail, Steve Burkland

The Dome Dialogues
www.facebook.com/groups/domedialogues

Administrators: Michael McConville, Derek Demeter, 
Anna Green, Renae Kerrigan, Dan Tell

https://www.facebook.com/glpasocial/
https://twitter.com/GLPAsocial
https://www.instagram.com/glpasocial/
https://planetarians.slack.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/domedialogues
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2021 SPRING STATE MEETINGS

ILLINOIS Saturday, May 1
A joint virtual meeting with Indiana
and WIMPS, hosted by Kris McCall 
(kristinemccall@triton.edu) of the
Cernan Earth & Space Center in
River Grove, Illinois.

INDIANA Saturday, May 1
A joint virtual meeting with Illinois
and WIMPS, hosted by Kris McCall 
(kristinemccall@triton.edu)

MICHIGAN To be determined

OHIO Saturday, May 1
Likely a virtual meeting hosted by
Suzie Dills (suzieastro@yahoo.com)
of the Hoover-Price Planetarium at
the McKinley Museum in Canton

WISCONSIN/MINNESOTA Saturday, May 1
A joint virtual meeting with Illinois
and Indiana, hosted by Kris McCall 
(kristinemccall@triton.edu)

Specific meeting details have not yet been formulated as this spring newsletter 
went to press. Please contact your meeting host or your respective State Chair 
(see page 5) for more information. Any state meeting updates will appear on 
the GLPA State Organizations webpage at https://glpa.org/states.

mailto:kristinemccall@triton.edu
mailto:kristinemccall@triton.edu
mailto:suzieastro@yahoo.com
mailto:kristinemccall@triton.edu
https://glpa.org/states
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LIPS 2021 NEWS
submitted by Karrie Berglund

Many of you likely remember that the Fiske Planetarium at University of Colorado Boulder 
was planning to host the 2021 LIPS (Live Interactive Planetarium Symposium), since the 
coronavirus prevented them from hosting LIPS 2020. As the coronavirus situation is still 
very uncertain, I decided to look at holding an in-person LIPS in September rather than in 
July or August as planned for the Fiske to host. The Fiske folks kindly agreed to move their 
LIPS hosting to summer 2022, and I thank them heartily for supporting this decision. They 
are going to do a fantastic job hosting once we can finally get there.

September tends to be a very quiet time for science centers, so I approached the 
Museum of Science Boston and the Carnegie Science Center in Pittsburgh about hosting 
LIPS 2021. Both agreed, but MoS opted to let CSC hold LIPS 2021. Thank you to both 
MoS and CSC for their willingness to host! I had a Zoom call with Mike and Charissa from 
the Buhl, and they have fantastic facilities for hosting, both at the CSC itself and in the 
neighborhood for hotels and restaurants.

I plan to make the in-person or virtual decision for LIPS 2021 no later than the end of 
April. Hopefully that will still give everyone enough time before LIPS in September to 
budget for travel, plan to be out of the office, etc.

If you want to stay updated on the situation or just get involved with the LIPS 
Community, you have two options:

1. Email me at karrie <at> DigitalisEducation.com asking me to send you an 
invitation to the LIPS Google Group

and/or

2. Send a request to join the LIPS Facebook group (search for Live Interactive 
Planetarium Symposium).

I hope to see everyone in person soon, but in the meantime, virtually will have to suffice.
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A R T I C L E S

CLIMATE CHANGE: TIME FOR LEARNING AND ACTION
submitted by Jean Creighton

As planetarians, we want to understand and address scientific issues of the day and figure out how to be part of 
the solution. After all, NASA is interested in Earth too: https://climate.nasa.gov. Several members of GLPA 
have expressed an interest to learn more about climate change. To that end, Chuck Bueter, Jean Creighton, and 
Jim Sweitzer are building a series of professional development talks on Zoom to address this need. The gracious 
experts that we found are only partially able to address climate change, but they can tell us about the science of 
the Sun (relevant with the solar eclipse of 2024) and space weather. We hope to expand the virtual series to 
include more talks on the science of climate change. If you know of experts who would be willing to “train the 
trainers” about climate change, please email Jean Creighton at jcreight@uwm.edu. We still have a slot open on 
May 13th.

>> If you want to get training specifically about climate change as soon as possible, consider enrolling in a 
class run by the Climate Reality Project during April 22 to May 2 (they offer two types of programs during the 
week and on the weekends). Don’t delay: these reach capacity. To sign up, please visit http://bit.ly/2ZPVREp

>> Professional development virtual talks about issues relating to the Sun mostly
These talks will be over Zoom for an audience of planetarians. We hope to include more talks about climate 
change as we find more experts. For updated information, please see https://uwm.edu/planetarium/solar-power-
professional-development-talks/.

Solar Power:
The Sun’s Wide-Ranging Effects on Planets, Habitability and Life
Michelle Thaller

April 22  @ 2:00-3:00 CDT/3:00-4:00 EDT

The Sun has profound effects on how planets evolve and whether they can 
sustain life. We’ll take a look at how our star has changed worlds near and 
far — from Venus to Pluto. We’ll also look at how the Sun changes the 
orbits of asteroids, something we have a very personal interest in 
understanding! While the Sun itself is not responsible for the fast climate 
change we are experiencing today, melting ice and changing ocean levels are 
allowing sunlight into regions shielded from heat and light before, which will 
have profound consequences for our planet.

Sign up link: https://uwm-edu.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMlc-GrrjsqEtEk6Ciflf23MkjqT5yo7mR_

(continued)
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Solar power: The latest in what we know about the Sun
Alex C. Young

May 4 @ 2:00-3:00 CDT/3:00-4:00 EDT

What questions about the Sun remain unanswered? Explore the clues we are 
getting from the new spacecraft, Parker Solar Probe, as well as how scientists 
are preparing for the 2024 solar eclipse.

Sign up link: https://uwm-edu.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0ld-2hqDgqEteE-
cCKdwFRYeSF3P_ceKPp

Solar power: Sun-induced space weather and its effects on Earth
Alex C. Young

May 6 @ 2:00 CDT/3:00 EDT

From protecting power grids to predicting aurora borealis, space weather 
affects us on Earth.  Find out the role the Sun plays in affecting space 
weather.

Sign up link: https://uwm-edu.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0rde2uqzwjE9ENcpvYfSVsX5IXSlzm8r46

TBD
May 13 @ 2:00-3:00 CDT/3:00-4:00 EDT

If we confirm a speaker, the website at the top will have more information.
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CLIMATE CHANGE
(continued)

IPS is currently seeking nominations for institutional Awards and Fellowships. Nominations must be 
received by June 1, 2021; you can read more about the awards and their criteria on the IPS website at https://
www.ips-planetarium.org/page/012021IPSNewsletter.

Planetarium 1 in St. Petersburg, Russia will host the IPS2022 conference. St. Petersburg is the cultural 
capital of Russia, and touts the Hermitage, the Museum of Cosmonautics, the Mariinsky Ballet, and the world’s 
largest planetarium, a 37-meter dome inside a 150 year-old gas storage facility. The conference will take place 
June 22-27, 2022. $350 is the planned registration fee, and there are 10 preferred conference hotels in the 
vicinity that range from $50-100/night. You can view the slide deck presented by the conference hosts at the IPS 
2020 Virtual Conference at http://bit.ly/IPS2022deck.

I P S  U P D AT E  (continued from page 25)
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PROJECT HAM-HIGH: CIRCUMNAVIGATING THE WORLD IN A BALLOON
By Brian Cieslak

Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium, Waukesha, Wisconsin
K9WIS - Project Ham High Director k9wis@twc.com

Plans for a spring 2021 attempt to launch a GPS radio tracker that will circle around the world in a balloon are 
coming together at the Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin. Two satellites, designed to 
completely circumnavigate the Earth at an altitude of 40,000 feet, have been procured and assembled.

Initial grounds tests were run with amazing results. These 
were what we call ‘plugs out’ tests. The satellites were in complete flight configuration mode minus the 
balloon.

Signal reports were received from all over the U.S., the farthest being the coast of Southern California. 
That’s not bad considering the satellite and its antenna were only 8 feet off the ground! These satellites are 
completely solar powered. Because they are solar powered, they go to sleep at night. During the day, they send 
position reports every 8 minutes on two different radio frequencies. A worldwide network of ham radio 
operators will monitor the air waves for its weak radio signals and report the position data on the Internet. The 

satellite’s data can be downloaded from the 
web side and a map showing its position can 
be viewed.

It is our intent to use a specially made 
balloon used for science research to lift the 
satellites into the jet stream at an altitude 
between 30,000 and 40,000 feet. The higher 
we get, the less weather affects the flight 
because we can get above it. Also, the higher 
we get the farther our signal can be heard. 
Imagine if we were heard in California being 
just 8 feet off the ground, how far we’ll 
reach from 40,000 feet!

The balloon will be partially filled with either helium, or preferably hydrogen, which will give us more 
lift. The wind speeds in the jet stream can be in the hundreds of miles per hour. If we catch a ride we can get to 

A R T I C L E S
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the East Coast in a day or two and cross the Atlantic in a few days. Previous 
launches by other groups have made the trip around the world in about two 
weeks.

But there are hazards. Ice forming on the balloon and satellite can 
weigh it down; so can rain. If the balloon gets too heavy it could sink into the ocean or the ground, ending the 
flight. And let’s not forget storms and their crazy updrafts and downdrafts or hail that can shred a balloon.

We are not allowed to transmit over some countries. Our satellite must use position data it collects from 
the on-board GPS to determine where it is and decide if it should transmit. That’s a function called 
‘GeoFencing’ and it is one of programs running on the flight computer.

This is all STEM at its best and we welcome any questions. Watch for K9WIS on your waterfall during 
testing periods and flights.

SPRING PROSE
by Jeanne Bishop

Spring is a pretty girl.
She stands upon Winter’s old tan overcoat, ice crystals coating its ragged sleeves.
Her shoes are covered in crocus and snowdrops. Pussy willows sheath her legs.
Her skirt, a folded patchwork of bright green and rich brown fields, billows in fresh air.
Forsythia and daffodils spill from her deep pockets, each cradling a mosaic of interdependent life forms, 
striving to be released.
A sinuous stream wraps her waist, where sunlight forms diamonds that play in the blue water.
Her blouse is black lace, tree branches covered with a froth of tiny chartreuse leaves. White flowering dogwood 
polka dots nestle within.
A double rainbow brightens her neck, while a tiara nest of robin eggs arches over her fluffy cloud hair.
Fern fiddlehead bracelets and tiny sparkling icicle earrings complete her outfit.
She gazes longingly through an arbor of mayapple and trillium where she will rendezvous with her colleague 
Summer in a daisy field.
Urged by Time, she rotates her cosmic umbrella; One twirl and the sun disappears.
A Wedgewood sky cross-fades to gold and tangerine, framing a “V” of migrating geese.
With her second twirl, bright treasures emerge from a ceiling of cobalt . . . stars Regulus, Arcturus, and Spica.
On twirl three, the full beauty of the star maiden Virgo glimmers above her in black velvet.
And Spring smiles upward at her heavenly counterpart.

PROJECT HAM-HIGH
(continued)
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The results of the IPS Officer election are in! MAPS (Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society) member Patty 
Seaton will continue for another term as Executive Secretary, while GLPA members Mike Smail and Michael 
McConville were elected Treasurer and President-Elect, respectively. GLPA member Mark SubbaRao moved 
into the Past-President role, and JPA (Japan Planetarium Association) member Kaoru Kimura became IPS 
President. These position changes were all effective January 1, 2021.

With IPS’ organizational restructuring of the Affiliate Representatives and Board members, GLPA’s 
elected International Planetarium Society Representative position will end on the Spring Equinox, 2022. At this 
fall’s GLPA conference in Kalamazoo, the Outreach & Inclusion Officer, a new elected position, will be on the 
ballot instead. This new officer will handle some of the duties currently handled by the International 
Planetarium Society Representative, like writing these quarterly updates! If you have questions about the 
transition or the new position, please contact current IPS Representative Mike Smail.

In December, the IPS welcomed two new affiliate organizations: the Association of South American 
Planetariums (APAS) and the Arab Planetarium Society (APS). APAS and APS became the IPS’ 24th and 25th 
regional affiliates, respectively. APAS was founded in 1975, and represents 19 planetaria in six countries. 
Previously, the only South American IPS affiliate was the Association of Brazilian Planetariums (ABP), so it’s 
exciting that the entire continent is now connected to IPS. APS is a new organization currently representing 26 
planetaria and science advocacy groups across five countries in north Africa and the Middle East. Their stated 
goal is to combine the efforts of Arab planetaria while supporting the development of astronomy education and 
planetaria across the Arab world. This is the first time since 1994 that multiple affiliates have joined IPS in the 
same year!

The 2024 IPS Conference site will be selected this summer, at the IPS Board Meeting. There are two 
hosting bids, both from German facilities. The first is a joint bid between the planetarium in Jena, and the three 
planetaria in Berlin. The second bid is from the planetarium in Heilbronn. For the first time ever, full bid 
documents, and a promotional video are available for the full IPS member base to review at https://www.ips-
planetarium.org/page/2024bids. You can share your site preferences, questions, or concerns directly with IPS 
North American Board Member Dayna Thompson by using the feedback form at https://www.ips-
planetarium.org/page/ConferenceSiteFeedback.

Speaking of Dayna Thompson, she and her team at Ball State University’s Brown Planetarium have 
collaborated with the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) and IPS to produce a new 
video series highlighting variable stars! Each month in 2021, a 360° video and a 2K 180° planetarium video will 
be made available for wider use. Check out the current videos, or look ahead to the rest of the year here: https://
www.aavso.org/featured-variables.
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VOLUME 16, NUMBER 1
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 52nd newsletter and the first issue of 1981 contained the 
following articles and columns:

VERNAL EQUINOX, 1981

★ In a follow-up to the Microcomputer Interest Group Survey that members were asked to complete in the 
winter, 1980 issue of the GLPA Newsletter, Carl Wenning (ISU Planetarium, Normal, Illinois) reported that an 
overwhelming interest had already been demonstrated for the use of microcomputers, particularly in the area of 
education and astronomical calculations.

★ GLPA President Lee Shapiro reported that the GLPA Executive Committee voted to raise dues at their 
autumn, 1980 meeting. Annual dues were raised to $10.00 per year effective with the 1981-1982 membership 
year. Shapiro also noted that prior to this, GLPA dues had remained the same for 16 years. [Ed.: GLPA dues 
would rise to $13 in late-1984, and were then increased to $20 in late-1989. Annual dues have remained at that 
$20 figure for 31 years and counting].

★ The 1980-1981 GLPA Membership Roster was printed on pages 6-8. The list contained the names and 
addresses of 75 people.

★ 22 new scripts were added to the GLPA Script Bank. Two of these were authored by Uwe Lemmer in West 
Germany and the remaining 20 were authored by staff members from the Abrams Planetarium in East Lansing, 
Michigan.

★ Dave Hoffman wrote the first of what he hoped to be a series of newsletter articles called Script Tips, which 
would provide tips for writing scripts and interpreting science. For example, in this issue he prepared a few 
analogies to help audiences understand the size of one billion. For example, a billion $1 bills would weigh about 
1,000 tons and would fill a room 60 feet long, 35 feet wide, and 20 feet high. A billion U.S. pennies placed atop 
one another would yield a stack 956.5 miles tall.

★ Arnie Nelson from Wausau, Wisconsin submitted a one-page form to assist people in setting the planet 
positions for a Spitz star projector.
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VOLUME 36, NUMBER 1 VERNAL EQUINOX, 2001
(22 pages in length)

GLPA’s 131st newsletter and the first issue of 2001 contained the 
following articles and columns:

★ In the Editor’s Message, it was reported that GLPA had just learned that it would receive an $18,000 NASA 
IDEAS Grant from the Space Telescope Science Institute for the production of a new planetarium show, The 
StarGazer. [Ed.: The StarGazer has been a very popular show and is still available in both slide and digital 
format from the GLPA Online Store at https://glpa.org/catalog].

★ The membership was reminded that GLPA and SEPA would meet together in a joint conference to be held in 
late-June of 2001 in Richmond, Kentucky. Because of this summer conference date, three states opted not to 
hold a spring state meeting this year.

★ With Gary Sampson retiring from the Wauwatosa West Planetarium in suburban Milwaukee, a job 
opportunity was posted on the Bulletin Board page of this issue. [Ed.: Todd DeZeeuw, who serves as GLPA 
Gear Manager, would eventually be hired to succeed Gary Sampson in the facility that now bears Gary’s name. 
Happy 20th anniversary at Wauwatosa West, Todd!]

★ Candidate profiles for the upcoming GLPA election were printed in this issue. [Ed.: In that June election, Joe 
DeRocher would become President-elect, Bob Bonadurer would be re-elected as Secretary-Treasurer, and Susan 
Button would be re-elected as IPS Representative].

★ The minutes of the February 10, 2001 Executive Committee Meeting appeared on pages 18-20. GLPA 
President Jeanne Bishop presided over the meeting. In those minutes, Membership Chair Gene Zajac reported 
that GLPA currently had 230 members.

★ Past-President Dan Francetic wrote an article to encourage members to consider 
presenting a poster paper at the upcoming June conference. He explained that GLPA 
had purchased 25 display boards that interested members could use to mount their 
poster papers at the 2001 conference. [Ed.: Poster papers have been a regular feature 
of GLPA’s conference offerings ever since].
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The Great Lakes Planetarium Association 
acknowledges the following companies and 
organizations for their generous support in 
Fiscal Year 2020 - 2021:

Earth Sponsors
Astro-Tec Manufacturing, Inc. astro-tec.com

Digitalis Education Solutions www.digitaliseducation.com

Evans & Sutherland www.es.com

Seiler Instrument planetarium.seilerinst.com  
Earth and 2x Moon Sponsor

Spitz, Inc. www.spitzinc.com

Moon Sponsors
Adler Planetarium www.adlerplanetarium.org/

American Museum of Natural History www.amnh.org/fulldome

Ash Enterprises www.ash-enterprises.com

ChromaCove www.chromacove.com

GOTO INC www.goto.co.jp/english
2x Moon Sponsor

Laser Fantasy laserfantasy.com

Sudekum Planetarium www.adventuresci.org/sudekum
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IMAGE CREDITS

Cover Design: Jackie Baughman (qnbaughman@gmail.com)

Humanity accomplished an important milestone on April 19th, 2021, when we successfully flew a 
helicopter on another planet! With as difficult as the past year has been on all of us, this was 
something for me to look forward to. This is such an exciting accomplishment that I felt I should 
make something honoring the event!

The current design of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates small sections of 
several NASA images for its page mastheads. These and other images 
can be accessed from NASA websites such as Mars Exploration, 
Scientific Visualization Studio, and Hubble Space Telescope websites at 
https://esahubble.org/images/ and https://hubblesite.org. And because all 
these photos are from NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Image Credits page background image:  NGC 2074 in the Large Magellanic Cloud
Credit:  NASA, ESA, and M. Livio (STScI)

Image Credits page inset image:  M96: A Galactic Maelstrom
Credit:  ESA/Hubble & NASA and LEGUS Team

State News Masthead:  Young stars in the “wing” of the Small Magellanic Cloud
Credit: NASA, ESA, CXC and University of Potsdam, JPL-Caltech, and STScI

Bulletin Board Masthead:  M13: A Celestial Snow Globe of Stars
Credit:  NASA, ESA, and Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

Articles Masthead:  Newborn stars within the Prawn Nebula
Credit:  European Southern Observatory

IPS Update Masthead:  Big Blue Marble Earth
Credit:  R. Stockli, A. Nelson, F. Hasler, NASA/ GSFC/ NOAA/ USGS

Conference Update Masthead:  M106: Composite of Amateur and Professional Astronomer Images
Credit:  NASA, ESA, the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA), and R. Gendler (Hubble Heritage Team)

GLPA Elections masthead: Supernova remnant E0102 explodes within the Small Magellanic Cloud
Credit: NASA, ESA, and the Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA) 
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As I write this summer message, I can say that it is finally 
starting to feel more like spring and perhaps a bit of 
summer even. The trees have leafed out and are blowing in 
the Central Illinois wind. My husband Jeff keeps me up to 
date on the variety of migrating birds visiting our feeders. 
And of course we have bid farewell to the early sunsets and 
the stars of the winter night sky. Spring has always been a 
season of change, and this spring has been no exception. 
We begin our transition to summer with a change to our 
Executive Committee: 

After serving on the GLPA Executive Committee 
for over 30 years, Bart Benjamin has stepped down from 

his role as Publications Chair. We thank him for his many years of service, but we don’t say good-bye. In fact, we thank 
him for his continuing service as he is continuing in his role as Newsletter Editor. Bart has done an excellent job at 
embracing the changes in how we communicate with members, and I’ve always admired Bart for recruiting newer 
members to assist in these communications. Thank you, Bart Benjamin!

Our new Publications Chair is Jackie Baughman. Jackie has been active as a member of the Publications Design 
Subcommittee and as a co-administrator for the GLPA Instagram account. She’s been a planetarium artist and educator 
since 2010, first at the Schouweiler Planetarium before its closure in 2016 and most recently at the Williamsville Spacelab 
Planetarium in Williamsville, New York. Jackie looks forward to serving GLPA in this role and is pleased to still be 
working with Bart. Welcome, Jackie Baughman!

In case you missed the announcements, we are indeed still planning to meet in Kalamazoo this November for our annual 
conference. It feels very good to type that — very good indeed! 

We also have lined up our conferences for 2022 and 2023:

• In October 2022, we will meet in Buffalo, New York. Our co-hosts will be Mark Percy of the Williamsville Spacelab 
Planetarium and Kevin Williams of the Whitworth Ferguson Planetarium.

• In June 2023, we will join the other regionals for a national conference in Bays Mountain, Tennessee. “Stars for All” is 
the conference name, and Adam Thanz is our host.

President’s
Message

Waylena McCully

   
     

   
    

        
    

     
    

This issue of the GLPA Newsletter is the largest one of 
the past six. In addition to Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht’s prepared 
meeting minutes (page 29), Dan Tell and his Nominations 
Committee have assembled a highly qualified slate of officers 
for GLPA’s biennial elections (page 19). State News (page 5) 
and Kris McCall’s summary of a very successful WHIMMPZ 

Editor’s Message
Bart Benjamin 134

Issue 212
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meeting (page 13) round out most of this summer issue’s copy.
I would also like to congratulate Jackie Baughman for her willingness to succeed me as Publications Chair. She 

not only will continue to create wonderful newsletter covers (like that of the current issue), but she will now add her voice 
and skillset to the decision making of GLPA’s Executive Committee. Thank you, Jackie!

Please note that the deadline for the autumn issue of the GLPA Newsletter is early August. Please submit your 
facility reports to your State Chairs by the end of July. Have a wonderful summer!

(continued on page 22)

With over 52% of the U.S population now fully vaccinated, 
the summer of 2021 will clearly be much better than the 
summer of 2020! COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations are 
significantly down, and the public’s hope is significantly up! 
All this good news bodes well for GLPA’s fall conference in 
Kalamazoo (November 10 - 13), which will almost surely be a 
traditional in-person conference with a significant virtual 
component. Read more about our recent discussion in the 
minutes of GLPA’s Executive Committee meeting.
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On May 1st, the states of Illinois, 
Indiana, Wisconsin, and Minnesota 
planetarians met virtually in the first-
ever WHIMMPZ meeting. See Kris 
McCall’s short article on page 13 for 
more on this.

On May 12th, the Adler Planetarium in 
Chicago celebrated its 91st birthday! 
While it remains closed to the public for 
the immediate future, they are hosting 

limited capacity private events and investigating some pop-
up museum experiences for the summer. They are also 
taking advantage of the closure to replace their exterior 
roof. [See photos on page 7]. Most recently replaced in 
1940, the old lead-lined copper outer dome is overdue for 
removal and is being replaced with a new copper and zinc 
dome. Originally slated to start last spring, pandemic-
related financial uncertainties led Adler to delay the work 
by a year. The dome work will run through the summer; 
they will also replace the horizontal/flat roof in late 
summer and fall.

The Cernan Earth and Space Center at Triton 
College in River Grove continues to offer VFTs (virtual 
field trips). Sometimes the audience is only 4 or 5 people, 
but sometimes it’s been over a hundred. In addition to 
schools, there have been a number of libraries and park 
districts who have requested their services. They have also 
been hosting and recording programs of the Chicago 
Astronomical Society and posting their talks online. Wayne 
Foster has proven to be an engaging speaker, even when 
online. [See photo on page 6]. He has also been creating 
short videos and posting weekly to the Cernan Center 
YouTube channel, which can be found at https://
www.youtube.com/c/CernanEarthandSpaceCenter/
featured. [The subject of YouTube came up during the 
WHIMMPZ meeting on May 1st, where it was strongly 
encouraged that we should all subscribe to and watch the 
YouTube channels of other facilities. Plus, when you reach 
100 subscribers, you can get a custom link address (see 
above) instead of a URL that looks like it was typed by 
monkeys]. The staff just received word that they will be 
able to host an in-person Rocket Camp for up to twelve 
middle school students during the first week in July. Plans 
for resuming in-person planetarium programming are 
picking up speed. The staff hopes to “soft open” shows for 
members, staff, and friends in late May and open to the 
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STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS: Tom Willmitch
ISU Planetarium
Normal, Illinois
trwillm@ilstu.edu

INDIANA: Melinda O’Malley
PHM Planetarium
Mishawaka, Indiana
momalley@phm.k12.in.us

MICHIGAN: Paulette Epstein
Michigan Science Center
Detroit, Michigan
paulette.a.epstein@gmail.com

OHIO: Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Bowling Green, Ohio
dwsmith@bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA: Manfred Olson Planetarium

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
jcreight@uwm.edu

BEYOND Mary Holt
THE Morrison Planetarium
LAKES: San Francisco, California

mholt@calacademy.org
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public in early June.
The ISU Planetarium in Normal remains closed to the public due to the COVID-19 pandemic. No 

reopening date has been set for the planetarium’s on-site programs. Meanwhile, the ISU Planetarium continues 
to share astronomy and general science programs and activities on its website, Facebook page, and YouTube 
Channel. Additionally, the planetarium has offered a series of Big Astronomy interviews and events through 

Facebook. Educators and the public can find free programs on their YouTube Channel. These include a flat-screen version 
of Legends of the Night Sky - Perseus and Andromeda and children’s shows exploring weather and the Moon. The shows 
were generously provided by Joanne Young and Audio Visual Imagineering. [See photo below].

Parkland College in Champaign has put forth a plan to bring staff back to campus by the end of summer. The 
planetarium staff hopes this means that the Staerkel Planetarium will have shows in the dome again starting in the fall. 
The James B. Kaler Science Lecture Series just completed its first year of lectures through Zoom. Although lectures may 
be in person in the fall, the staff is exploring the possibilities of streaming the lectures given in the dome. The planetarium 
has mounted the Hubble Space Telescope 30th anniversary banner, and they look forward to offering events to unveil the 
banner to the public and celebrate the Hubble’s accomplishments. The planetarium debuted its first show entirely in 
Spanish on May 7th. The presenter is a Parkland instructor who is a native of Chile named Ricardo Covarrubias. He titled 
the show, Noche de estrellas en Champaign.

As of the newsletter submission time, Peoria’s Dome Planetarium’s digital upgrade is in progress! The team 
from E&S has arrived and is installing the six new laser phosphor projectors. [See photo below]. They are targeting May 
22nd for their reopening date, just before the Peoria Riverfront Museum opens its big summer exhibition, T. Rex: The 
Ultimate Predator. Illinois has just entered into a COVID-19 bridge phase, allowing more capacity in museum galleries, 
but the planetarium will remain limited to seating about 35 until the six-foot distancing between groups is no longer 
recommended. The staff intends to resume laser light shows this summer, and they hope conditions will allow them to 
return to their evening date night style programming this fall. The Dome Planetarium continues to offer its virtual 
programming as well, which you can follow on their Facebook page and YouTube channel, found at https://
www.facebook.com/DomePlanetarium and https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrw__8AnVeqhdDBpj2d0N-Q, 
respectively.
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Upper Left: The ISU Planetarium theater.

Left: At the Cernan Center, Wayne Foster manages a Zoom meeting 
and serves as presenter for their YouTube channel.

Above: The early stages of projector installation at Peoria’s Dome 
Planetarium.

https://www.facebook.com/DomePlanetarium
https://www.facebook.com/DomePlanetarium
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrw__8AnVeqhdDBpj2d0N-Q
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Above: The Adler Planetarium’s original roof under construction in 
the fall of 1929

Right: Adler’s first roof replacement on June 13, 1940

RECENT PHOTOS
Above Left: The condition of their domed roof before the second 
replacement began, April 10, 2021

Above: Scaffolding going up around their dome, April 21, 2021

Left: Their slightly different than normal view of the Chicago 
skyline, May 6, 2021

ADLER PLANETARIUM’S
DOME CONSTRUCTION HISTORY
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A new intern has joined the team at the Evansville Museum of Arts, History & Science. Carlisle 
Wishard, a graduate student working toward her Ph.D. in planetary sciences at Purdue University, 
and who has a deep interest in the intersection of science research and community engagement, will 
be presenting live shows and working on projects in the Museum’s Koch Immersive Theater and 
Planetarium. [See photos below]. According to Mitch Luman, “Carlisle’s past museum experience 
and research interests are a perfect fit for contributing to educating the public in a planetarium 
environment.” The internship, which continues through mid-summer, receives support from the 
Indiana Space Grant Consortium.

Ball State University’s Brown Planetarium in Muncie had over 1,000 students and teachers visit virtually during 
the pandemic. Even with the virtual visit success, they excitedly welcomed small school groups back in the dome in May 
2021. They are re-opening to the public in June 2021, with a new registration process that ensures physical distancing and 
a safe environment for their guests. Brown Planetarium Director Dayna Thompson has been continuing to create monthly 
episodes about variable stars alongside the American Association of Variable Star Observers. Visit https://
www.aavso.org/featured-variables for more information about the project, including free 2K fisheye downloads of the 
episodes for digital planetariums. Going into summer, Ball State University concluded holding university classes in the 
dome. It was a learning experience and an excellent way to utilize the dome to truly enhance astronomy and geography 
courses. They used dome visuals and fulldome shows to immerse students in the course content. Geography used views of 
Earth from space to study different aspects of geography, such as longitude and latitude, glacial sea ice changes over time, 
and locations of volcanic activity. Finally, the Ball State Constellation Crew has been a fun and successful experience for 
their physics and astronomy undergraduate and graduate students. The crew presented 23 programs live on Facebook with 
an estimated reach of over 3,500 people. The Constellation Crew presentations are also available on the Brown 
Planetarium YouTube page, with an additional 260 views and counting.

https://www.aavso.org/featured-variables
https://www.aavso.org/featured-variables
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Ohio and western Pennsylvania planetarians held their spring meeting virtually on Saturday, 
May 1st. Host Suzie Dills welcomed participants and then recounted the history and present 
state of the Hoover-Price Planetarium at the McKinley Museum in Canton. Matt Young led 
off the papers by recounting the past and projected future of the Euclid High School 
Planetarium. David Hurd described plans for observing the June 10th annular solar eclipse. 
Katy Downing described her live programs at the Lake Erie Nature and Science Center. Dale 
Smith enumerated under-the-dome activities and demos in his hybrid class at the BGSU 
Planetarium. He also described aspects of Percival Lowell’s claims for canals on Mars and 
Venus, including his efforts to show they were not illusions. A time of chat and sharing 
concluded the meeting. [See group photo on page 10].

Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht reports that the Ward Beecher Planetarium at 
Youngstown State University remains closed to the public and private groups but is operating as a classroom for the 
university. They are working on health and safety plans for reopening and hope to do a “soft” reopening in the summer to 
limited private groups before reopening to the public in September. In the meantime, they are wrapping up their virtual 
public show season with a Facebook live event sharing star stories from across the world. They are also offering virtual 
field trips that have kept them busy this spring. Lastly, they wish graduating senior Elainie Huncik well as she journeys to 
the University of Arkansas to pursue a Ph.D. in Astrophysics studying Planetary Science. She has been a joy to have 
under the dome, making significant contributions to programing, both in person and online.

Joe DeRocher continues as the Physics Lab Coordinator for the Western Campus of Cuyahoga Community 
College where he has been equipment and supply coordinator for physics/astronomy and Earth science labs for over ten 
years. The virus caused all classes and nearly all labs to be taught online. Summer semester will bring back all students to 
full face-to-face classroom labs.

The Appold Planetarium at Lourdes University in Sylvania has been closed to in-person visitors for the last 
year. To stay in touch with their audience, Director Laura Megeath started the Dome from Home Club. Free to join, club 
members receive emails every 2-3 weeks with links to videos and astronomy trivia. Laura has also been doing free virtual 
field trips for area schools.
 The Yahn Planetarium at Penn State Behrend in Erie is still closed to outside visitors. However, Director Jim 
Gavio continues to offer astronomy classes to Behrend students in-person as well as virtual field trips to outside groups. 
As the pandemic goes on, Jim hopes to transition to in-person visits this summer or fall. During the shutdown, Yahn has 
replaced the main convex mirror used in their fulldome video system and Ash Enterprises has installed a new elevator on 
the Spitz 512. Jim has also acquired some new fulldome shows that he hopes to have ready for the fall.

Lake Erie Nature & Science Center in Bay Village has been doing live programs for small groups since August 
2020. After a winter break, Planetarium Director Katy Downing started doing shows for family groups of no more than 
six in February, and is now up to mixed groups of no more than nine. She has resurrected almost all of her previous live 
programing. Twinkle Tots is still the most popular show for 0-3 year olds and families. Stellar Stars and Mini Missions are 
two other shows that focus on planets and robotic space missions respectively. All her live shows have a rotating topic 
schedule. In May, Katy got back one of her part-time presenters, which brings the presenting staff up to two, doing 12 
shows a week. The Center is open to general admission Tuesday-Saturday.

Mark Reed and Steve Crawford from the Kalamazoo Valley Museum Planetarium continue 
to plan for the in-person 2021 GLPA Conference scheduled for November 10-13. [See 
page 15 for more information and photos].



The Bowling Green State University Planetarium under Dale Smith wrapped up the academic 
year by running the Mirage 3D program Natural Selection as its public show. Some schools and summer 
camps have booked shows in May and June.
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The lobby remodel projects should be completed at the Horwitz-
DeRemer Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin. Slated projects 
are a wallpaper accent wall, installation of soundproofing panels 
around the dome half wall and behind the dome, and converting the 
vestibule area into a mock-up of the ISS cupola area. [See photos 
on page 11]. Hopefully, there are funds at the end of the school 
year budget also to replace the cove lighting system and speakers 
that were partially damaged from a major power surge in July 
2020. Besides these projects, @hdplanetarium will be offering 
public shows on Wednesdays and Saturdays throughout the 
summer.

Minnesota Water Stories premieres in the Bell Museum’s Whitney and Elizabeth MacMillan Planetarium in 
St. Paul, Minnesota in the summer of 2021. This live, interactive production explores our water challenges, current 
research, and opportunities to help improve water quality by examining Minnesota’s three largest water basins. The Bell 
Museum planetarium staff collaborated with researchers and planetarium professionals in these three water basins to 
identify the storylines that will best connect people in each region to the water issues that are important to them. The show 
will be in the Bell’s regular public schedule throughout the summer and will be available for school and public audiences 
in planetariums around the state in fall of 2021.

The Manfred Olson Planetarium at UW-Milwaukee is producing Dodging Doom in July in honor of NASA’s 
new planetary defense mission DART (Double Asteroid Redirection Test) on its way to near-Earth asteroid Didymos, 
where it will attempt to alter the trajectory of the asteroid’s moonlet. This experiment will teach us how we can protect 
our planet if a dangerous object was bound for impact. In early August, Shooting Stars and Meteor Showers will get the 

Summer Solstice, 2021

Spring meeting group 
photo taken by Tiffany 
Stone Wolbrecht.



Morrison Planetarium at California Academy of Sciences in San 
Francisco, California has reopened! They are still on a limited show 
schedule and limited guest capacity, with 4 or 5 shows per day and a 50 
guest limit. So far all is going smoothly and the team has been excited to 
be back in the dome. Daily shows include Big Astronomy for most time 
slots, as well as a live Tour of the Universe using OpenSpace. The 
weekly Wednesday Tour of the Universe is also live streamed from the 
planetarium out to the Academy’s Facebook and YouTube, as well as 
Morrison’s Facebook and OpenSpace’s YouTube pages. California is 
planning to remove the current COVID-19 tier system in mid June, but 
no news yet on how this might affect operations across the museum.

The BIG news is that Buffalo, New York was selected to host the 2022 GLPA conference! Dr. Kevin Williams of 
Buffalo State College’s Whitworth Ferguson Planetarium will be co-hosting what they desperately hope is a “normal” 
conference in October of 2022. Their city’s scientific, artistic, and cultural attractions will be featured during this time 
together, and the staff hopes that you will consider a return trip for E-day on April 8, 2024. School group presentations 
increased steadily through the spring. As the end of the school year came into focus, teachers were increasingly interested 
in the planetarium’s labs and programs even if they were virtual. Between the high school classes that are allowed in-
person and virtual programs for other school buildings, Director Mark Percy was teaching up to 7 classes a day. Some 
teachers even wanted recordings of the labs to use when he was already booked up which meant that Mark had finally 
figured out how to be in two places at once! Their evening public programs soldiered on through the winter and spring. A 
small but loyal group attended each month to learn about OSIRIS-Rex, Mythology, Meteorites, and the June 10th solar 
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public ready for the Perseid meteor shower.
The L. E. Phillips Planetarium at UW–Eau Claire remains closed for the summer, but staff eagerly wait an 

anticipated reopening in the fall semester of 2021.
The Soref Planetarium in the Milwaukee Public Museum has finished a new original production — Stargazers 

of Africa — to go with is new exhibit on Nelson Mandela. They also made a fun, virtual mini-show called The Ultimate 
Dependent Relationship! Earth & Sun. Next up — to finish A to Z Astronomy!

Summer Solstice, 2021

The Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium’s 
lobby remodeling project will convert 
the vestibule area into a mock-up of 
the ISS cupola area.



eclipse. Their newest presenter, Devon Dice-Jaffri, amazed people with her knowledge and 
fascinating meteorite collection as she led her first class ever. Jackie Baughman is hoping to offer 
summer programs for kids, and the whole “night crew” (including Steve Dubois and Tim Collins) 
is desperately hoping NOT to have to work virtually in the fall. . . but time will tell.

Greetings from Adventure Science Center in Nashville, Tennessee! As of mid-May, their 
city’s indoor capacity restrictions have eased, and they will double their maximum capacity from 55 to 110 out of the 166 
seats. Shortly thereafter, Nashville lifted its indoor mask mandate! Now showing in the dome are Dark Universe and Big 
Astronomy. July 1st begins a 6 month run of Space Explorers: ISS Experience. They’re excited for their audiences to see a 
fulldome show filmed on the space station. Meanwhile they have been dipping their toes into laser show production. They 
have three new and original shows featuring the music of Prince, Foo Fighters, and Taylor 
Swift. If you’re interested in bringing any of these shows to your own dome, please get in 
contact! 
 Fernbank Science Center in Atlanta, Georgia is winding down the school year, 
with Science Tools and Techniques (STT) students learning both in-person and 
virtually. One of the activities was learning about how solar energy warms water and soil, 
and the differences in temperature. Students collected data and graphed their findings. A 
SEEK infrared camera captured the fun. Sort of. [See photo ➞] A summer Lockheed 
Camp is scheduled for the end of June, and they’re looking forward to the Artemis 
activities on July 7th. The grounds and gardens remain open to the public, although the 
exhibits, planetarium, and observatory are all still closed.

Asheville Museum of Science (AMOS) in Asheville, North Carolina will offer a 
full range of summer camps including: Robotics & Engineering, Natural Explorers, 
Space Investigators, Dino Dig, Food Science, and STEM It Up. The “Little Explorers 
Club” (for ages 3 – 7) meets on first Fridays (live) and third Fridays (virtually). Online 
programs include Virtual Field Trips and Ask a Scientist.

Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute (PARI) in Rosman, North Carolina celebrated its annual Space Day 
event on May 1st. It will offer a variety of 2- and 3-week Summer STEM and Space Camps including the scenario-based 
Mission Control (Mars or Exoplanets) and the research-based Above & Beyond. Summer public special events will 
feature: Space, Spies and Secrets, the Perseid Meteor Shower, and The Gas Giants. Construction continues on the Glenn 
and Carol Arthur Planetarium at Mayland Community College’s Earth to Sky Park in Burnsville. [See photographs of the 
site below]. Pandemic permitting, the facility will open this summer. The College has hired Blair Belt Clark as its 
Planetarium and Horticultural Research Assistant. The planetarium will include a geodesic dome exterior, a large outdoor 
honeycomb mural, and programs tied to the mission of the Park.
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WHIMMPZ MEETING DRAWS REGIONAL CROWD
submitted by Kris McCall

On May 1st, Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Minnesota planetarians met virtually in the first-ever WHIMMPZ 
meeting. For those who are wondering, WHIMMPZ stands for Wisconsin, Hoosiers, Illinois, Minnesota, and 
Michigan Planetarium Zoom. We had as many as 46 people in the meeting at one time during which 18 papers 
were presented, including several from Dr. Sara K. Schultz’s enthusiastic students from Minnesota State 
University - Moorhead. It was very encouraging to see and hear what everyone is doing and meeting the next 
generation of dome dwellers. Interested planetarians can follow this link:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/aolf3l8nvl2fp1u/AAAxgOJqk2t09fd-VanjxEz_a?dl=0

. . . which will take you to the agenda, group photos, chat text, and a minimally edited recording of the talks. 
There is much to discover here, especially college students doing wonderful planetarium and virtual work.

Above: Group photo by Julieta Aguilera

Right: Group photo by Tom Willmitch

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/aolf3l8nvl2fp1u/AAAxgOJqk2t09fd-VanjxEz_a?dl=0
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C O N F E R E N C E  U P D AT E

The Kalamazoo Valley Museum Planetarium staff (Mark Reed and Steve 
Crawford) continue to plan for the in-person Fall 2021 GLPA Conference 
scheduled (November 10-13) this fall.

They are hopeful that as more people are vaccinated, an in-person conference will 
become a reality. Please keep an eye out for conference registration information and 
announcements that will be posted over the summer. Their goal is to host a 
wonderful and memorable conference where we can interact as we have in previous 
years.

15 Photos on this page courtesy of the Kalamazoo Valley Museum



https://www.es.com
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GLPA CONFERENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Each year since 2011, GLPA’s Executive Committee has awarded a pre-determined 
number of scholarships for the next fall conference. Each scholarship waives the 
registration fee and meal package for the award recipient.

Before applying, please read over the Conference Scholarship eligibility and 
instructions webpage at https://glpa.org/conference_scholarship_eligibility. 

Applicants should complete and submit the online application form at https://
glpa.org/conference_scholarship_application. Applications received by August 
15th will receive full consideration. Applications received after August 15th may 
still be considered at the discretion of the Scholarship Committee, contingent upon 
availability of funds.

GLPA OBITUARIES PROJECT
The GLPA Obituaries page, which can be found at https://glpa.org/history-obituaries, 
contains written obituaries of past GLPA members. The GLPA Historian welcomes 
submissions to this GLPA Obituaries Project to document the professional 
contributions of past GLPA members. Please send information about member deaths 
(both recent and past) to Garry Beckstrom at garry@beckstromobservatory.com.

https://glpa.org/conference_scholarship_eligibility
https://glpa.org/conference_scholarship_application
https://glpa.org/conference_scholarship_application
https://glpa.org/history-obituaries
mailto:garry@beckstromobservatory.com
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CANDIDATES FOR GLPA OFFICES
Voting will occur at the Annual Business Meeting of the GLPA Conference in Kalamazoo, Michigan or by 
absentee ballot following GLPA requirements. [Members not attending the conference can check a box when 
they renew their membership or contact the Membership Chair by October 27th to request an absentee ballot].

Thanks to the great work of the Nominations Committee — Garry Beckstrom (MI), Katy Downing 
(OH), Mitch Luman (IN), Mark Webb (IL), Sara Schultz (WIMPS), chaired by Dan Tell (Beyond the Lakes) — 
GLPA has a great slate of candidates for the fall elections. The people below have accepted the nominations 
from the committee: 

President-Elect:
Paulette Epstein

Mark Percy

Secretary:
Jean Creighton

Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht

Treasurer: 
Mitch Luman

Shannon Schmoll

Inclusion and Outreach Officer:
Keith Davis
Mary Holt
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Candidate for President-Elect

Name:  Paulette Epstein

Educational Experience:
•  Bachelors of Science in Physics from the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point
•  Broward College Buehler Intern

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
•  GLPA Membership Chair (2016-Present)
•  Michigan State Chair (2019-Present)
•  Michigan State Meeting Host (2019)
•  Yearly paper presentations since 2016

Please list any organizations that you are currently a member of:
•  Association of Science and Technology Centers (ASTC)
•  International Planetarium Society (IPS)
•  Association of Science and Technology Centers (ASTC)
•  International Planetarium Society (IPS)

Honors and Achievements:
•  GLPA Fellow
•  2016 TEDxDetroit Alum
•  NASA Solar System Ambassador

Statement: I went to my first GLPA in 2009 while in college and the organization helped to shape my career path. After a 
year as the Broward College Buehler intern, I wanted to return to the GLPA region and really get involved. In 2016, I took 
over as GLPA Membership Chair. I have loved being part of GLPA and will continue to be part of the organization for 
many years to come. 

If elected as President-Elect, I would continue driving our organization towards diversity and inclusion. I want 
everyone who joins the organization to feel like they belong as part of GLPA and continue to grow our organization.
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Institution: Michigan Science Center, Detroit, Michigan 

Email: Paulette.Epstein@mi-sci.org

mailto:Paulette.Epstein@mi-sci.org
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Candidate for President-Elect

Name:  Mark Percy

Institution:  Williamsville Space Lab Planetarium, Williamsville, New York

Email:  mpercy@williamsvillek12.org

Educational Experience:
•  BA (Chemistry/Education), University at Buffalo
•  MSEd (Earth Science Education), SUNY/ Buffalo State
•  Postgraduate coursework in Education and Astronomy at UB and SUNY/Buffalo State
•  Blender Training, Novice and Advanced, Weber State University, 2009 & 2010
•  Various online training in Astronomy and Planetarium operations (ongoing)

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
•  Host of the 2022 GLPA Conference, Member of the Technology Committee
•  Paper and poster presentations at GLPA conferences
•  Attended most GLPA conferences while serving as Planetarium Director
•  Adapted Dayle Brown’s Skylore: Orion book into planetarium shows and made them freely available to other

institutions

Please list any organizations that you are currently a member of:
•  International Planetarium Society (member of the Education Committee)
•  Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society (member of the Education Committee)
•  International Dark Sky Association
•  Buffalo Astronomical Association; Penn-Dixie Paleontological Park and Nature Reserve
•  Challenger Learning Center – O/N/E counties
•  Founder of the Planetarium Association of Western New York
•  Founder of the Buffalo Eclipse Consortium

Honors and Achievements:
•  Winner IPS 2019 Pages of Stars contest
•  Keynote speaker at the 2017 Stars, Space and Future Conference in Turks & Caicos
•  National Association of Geosciences Teachers Eastern Section State Award for Excellence in Earth Science 

Teaching 2014
•  Buffalo Astronomical Association College of Fellows Achievement Award for leading the region-wide efforts to

observe the 2012 Transit of Venus
•  Host for March 2011 Mini-MAPS conference in Western New York
•  Air Force Association 2005 New York State Aerospace Education Teacher of the Year

Statement:  I have been involved with leadership of numerous organizations including the Boy Scouts, the Buffalo 
Eclipse Consortium, the Planetarium Association of Western New York, countless stage productions, school committees, 
and more. In all cases, leadership meant convincing and coercing people into helping the organization move forward. 
Everyone is busy and nobody wants to take on additional responsibilities. And then there is GLPA. It is truly amazing to 
see so many talented and highly qualified people that are motivated to pitch in and do something for the well-being of the 
group. 

I am once again honored to have an opportunity to do my part. Serving in the leadership of GLPA would allow me 
to give back to the organization that has helped me in countless ways. GLPA has fantastic “human resources” and has 
been moving steadily to become more inclusive and diversified. As President, I would strive to include more of our 
talented members in ways that promote meaningful improvements. Members of GLPA don’t need to be convinced to help, 
they just need an outlet. I am hoping the membership will afford to me that chance, and in turn, I will strive to create 
opportunities for more of our members to contribute.
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Candidate for Secretary

Name:  Jean Creighton

Institution:  UW-Milwaukee Manfred Olson Planetarium/Physics, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Email:  jcreight@uwm.edu

Educational Experience:
•  B.Sc. Physics (Hon) University of Athens, Greece
•  M.Sc. Astronomy Saint Mary’s University, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada
•  Ph.D. Astrophysics University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
•  Chair of Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota Planetarium Society

Please list any organizations that you are currently a member of:
•  IPS

Honors and Achievements:
•  2017 Board of Regents of the University of Wisconsin System Academic Staff Excellence Award — Individual
•  2012 University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Academic Staff Excellence Award
•  Fellow of the GLPA
•  NASA Airborne Astronomy Ambassador

Statement:  I am invested in making our planetariums welcoming to all members of our communities. I also would like to 
combine the celebration of our understanding of the cosmos with advocating for the health of our own planet.
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President’s Message    (continued from page 3)

I know I’m not alone in looking forward to meeting in person again. I have to say, though, that the online multi-state 
meeting on May 1st was one of the better online gatherings I’ve attended so far this year. Thanks to Kris McCall and 
Wayne Foster for hosting! Several presentations focused on different ways to reach students and public audiences through 
video, primarily YouTube. In the chat discussions, it was suggested by Dayna Thompson that we should all support each 
other by subscribing to channels of other planetaria. I went on a spree that evening subscribing to all the ones I could think 
of. So if you have a spare moment on a cloudy evening, check out the YouTube channels of fellow planetaria, and hit that 
“subscribe” button.

With vaccines widely available for all adults, this summer season is looking up. I hope to resume a past-time of 
mine, which is driving to visit neighboring planetaria and check out their programs. Some of my neighboring domes are 
still closed like mine, but a few are open. If your dome is open for summer programming and is near any of my summer 
stomping grounds, don’t be too surprised if I show up. One of my greatest joys over the years has been watching my 
colleagues thrive under their own planetarium skies!
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Candidate for Secretary

Name:  Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht

Institution:  Ward Beecher Planetarium, Youngstown, Ohio

Email:  tiffany.wolbrecht@gmail.com

Educational Experience:
•  BS in Physics, minor in mathematics from Penn State Behrend
•  MEd in Secondary Instruction from Edinboro University

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
•  Served as GLPA Secretary, providing transparency through meeting minutes
•  Advocated for Child Care Grants at GLPA conferences to remove barriers for parents
•  Attended every state, regional, and national conference in my years as a GLPA member, bringing along 3 new

and active GLPA members so far
•  Served on GLPA’s nomination committee (2016)
•  Paper and/or workshop contributions every year since 2015

Please list any organizations that you are currently a member of:
•  Great Lakes Planetarium Association 
•  International Planetarium Society 
•  American Astronomical Society (Committee for the Status of Women)
•  Mahoning Valley Astronomical Society

Honors and Achievements:
•  GLPA Fellow (2020)
•  ACEAP Ambassador (2018)
•  YSU Distinguished Service Award (2019)
•  Big Astronomy leadership team (2018 – present)

Statement:  It has been an honor to serve GLPA as Secretary in the last two years. In this time, I am beginning to really 
understand how beloved our community is and how hard so many people work to make GLPA a great organization we 
can all benefit from. I enjoy serving as your “transparency officer” by providing detailed notes of meetings and engaging 
in candid conversations with my fellow members. I would love to continue serving and working on ways to empower 
members to share their expertise with the GLPA community. Please reach out to me questions or comments via phone or 
email. I hope to see you all in person in the fall!
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Candidate for Treasurer

Name:  Mitch Luman

Institution:  Koch Immersive Theater and Planetarium, Evansville, Indiana

Email:  mluman@emuseum.org

Educational Experience:
•  Bachelor of Science in Professional Education from The Ohio State University
•  Certificate in Management, University of Southern Indiana

Current and Past Service to GLPA:  I have been a GLPA member for over 40 years. During that time, I have attended 
numerous conferences, where I have presented papers, displayed posters, and conducted workshops. I have had the 
pleasure to host several state meetings at my current dome, which my Indiana colleagues have generously attended despite 
my location in in the far south of the state. During the period 1989-2002, I served as Curator of the GLPA Slide Bank, at a 
time where I was fortunate to have been able to get to know and work directly with a large cross section of GLPA 
members.

Please list any organizations that you are currently a member of:  I am a longtime member of both the IPS, 
International Dark Sky Association, and the Astronomical League. I own a 20-inch telescope and I know how to use it. I 
take great pleasure in giving back to the museum/planetarium industry as a Field Reviewer for the Institute of Museum 
and Library Services and as a Site Surveyor for the American Association of Museums. I am past President, Secretary and 
Treasurer of our local nature preserve and a two-term Treasurer of our local astronomical society. I am past President of 
our County Sewer District, an appointed member of our local and Environmental Protection Agency Board, Greenway 
Advisory Board, and Emergency Management Advisory Council, where, along with other members, I approve 
departmental expenditures. As Director of Science Experiences at the Evansville Museum, I direct the operation of our 
digital planetarium, while also teaching astronomy as an adjunct professor at our local college.

Honors and Achievements:  For my twelve years of service on the GLPA Audio-Visual Resources Committee serving in 
the capacity as Curator of the GLPA Slide Bank, I was honored as the recipient of the 2002 GLPA Service Award.

Statement:  Hello. I’m Mitch Luman, candidate for Treasurer. The pandemic has had devastating consequences for so 
many people. For me, one of the benefits of the last year has been to reflect on those organizations to which I belong and 
see if there were areas where I might contribute. It would be my privilege to work toward the benefit of our organization 
by serving on our Executive Committee as your Treasurer. If elected I will put a chicken in every pot and two cars in 
every garage. Oh wait, Herbert Hoover promised that! Let me just say that I will devote myself to the task at hand, pay 
our bills on time, track our finances, file our taxes, process your dues in a timely manner and provide a swift response to 
any needs that you might have. I will not let anyone down.
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Candidate for Treasurer

Name:  Shannon Schmoll

Institution:  Abrams Planetarium, East Lansing, Michigan

Email:  schmolls@msu.edu

Educational Experience:
•  B.S. in Physics
•  B.S. in Astronomy
•  M.S. in Astronomy and Astrophysics
•  PhD in Astronomy and Astrophysics and Education
•  Certificate in Museum Studies

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
•  Michigan State Chair (past) (2016-2020)
•  2018 Conference Host 
•  Astronomy Update Presenter (2019, 2020)

Please list any organizations that you are currently a member of:
•  GLPA
•  IPS

Honors and Achievements:
•  GLPA Fellow
•  IPS Education Committee Chair
•  IPS DEI Committee Member
•  NSF AISL Grant Co-PI for the Big Astronomy Project, Research Lead
•  IMLS Museums for America Grant PI
•  NASA Team RORR II Grant PI
•  Astronomy in Chile Educator Ambassador Program, 2015 cohort
•  American Association of Physics Teachers 2012 Outstanding Teaching Assistan
•  Community Champion Award for the Greater Lansing Visitors Bureau, February 2017

Statement:  GLPA is a very special organization. It is a place where I have found camaraderie with my fellow 
planetarians, explored new ideas, learned new ways of teaching astronomy to the public, and gained amazing lifelong 
friends. I know I can always come to the community for support and advice. Because the community gives me so much, I 
want to make sure I can give back. I am honored to be running for Treasurer so I may have an opportunity to support our 
community from the Executive Committee.

As host of the 2018 conference, I managed the finances and budget of that conference. I worked with others on 
the Executive Committee to set the conference fees, make sure we were able to pay all our bills on time, and not go over 
budget. As a result, I have some experience already with aspects of the GLPA budget and finances.

However, being Treasurer is more than managing budgets and filing taxes on time. It is also being aware of what 
assets we have in order to invest funds in a way that benefits our members and advances our goals for planetaria. As 
Treasurer, I will work with the Executive Committee to find ways we can support innovative projects from members, 
support new Diversity, Equity and Inclusion initiatives within GLPA, and other ways of making sure GLPA works for its 
members as much as its members work for GLPA.

Thank you for your consideration. It would be an honor to serve you.
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Candidate for Inclusion and Outreach Officer

Name:  Keith W. Davis

Institution:  University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame, Indiana

Email:  kdavis10@nd.edu

Educational Experience:
•  BS Applied Mathematics (1999)
•  MS (2003)
•  Ph.D. Physics (2007)

Current and Past Service to GLPA
•  Host 2010 Annual Meeting
•  Nominations Committee.
•  Assisted with GLiPsA

Please list any organizations that you are currently a member of
•  Great Lakes Planetarium Association
•  International Planetarium Society

Honors and Achievements
•  Fellow, GLPA (2019)

Statement:  The addition of an Inclusion and Outreach Officer to GLPA is a call to action from the GLPA community to 
create a planetarium community that accepts and affirms everyone. It recognizes the science that has repeatedly 
demonstrated that we are all better when everyone is at the table. When we reach beyond our borders, whether 
geographical or personal, we will have deeper and richer ideas, more creativity, and greater richness of life. But I will not 
forget the “O” in I and O, as outreach must be a core part of institutions. Institutions must maintain a constant visible 
presence not only to claim space amongst the daily information firehose but by making the case for their viability, 
relevance, and worthiness for their space in our lives. I will be a voice to the Executive Committee to remind us that we 
must make space for the knowledge and lives of others, a voice to the members about the work of other institutions, and a 
voice to the public about the worth and value of the Great Lakes Planetarium Association.

Since hosting GLPA’s annual meeting in 2010, I’ve maintained an active role within GLPA by serving on the 
nomination committee twice, and by helping to organize and frequently presenting at GLIPsA. In recognition of these 
activities and other work, I was recognized as a fellow in 2019. Regarding inclusion, my work includes joining Dr. 
Shannon Schmoll’s committee to develop the Member Survey on Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion before the 2018 annual 
meeting, and I currently sit on the International Planetarium Society’s Equity Diversity and Inclusion committee. At my 
home institution, the University of Notre Dame, I took the opportunity to join Seeking Educational Equity and Diversity 
in the 2019-2020 academic year. SEEDs is a challenging, but rewarding look at your personal relationship with 
differences among your colleagues that I can honestly say has likely changed my life.

All of these experiences have prepared me to work with the Executive Committee to make GLPA a place that is 
valuable to all of its members. I want our members of all races, ages, religions, sexualities, genders, abilities, and personal 
histories to feel like GLPA is as much theirs as it is mine. I will also reach beyond our metaphorical borders to strengthen 
the planetarium community and its place in the world. If elected, I will focus on three major activities: introspection 
regarding our role in the lives of our members via surveys and listening sessions; education via adaptations of programs 
like SEED; and communication by highlighting the work of GLPA and the work of our members via social media 
platforms and by coordinating with other peer institutions. I humbly ask for your support for I & O officer in 2021.
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Candidate for Inclusion and Outreach Officer

Name:  Mary Holt

Institution:  California Academy of Sciences, San Francisco, California

Email:  mholt@calacademy.org

Educational Experience:
•  General Associates from Lansing Community College, 2010
•  Bachelor of Science in Astronomy & Astrophysics from University of Michigan, 2013

Current and Past Service to GLPA:
•  Beyond the Lakes Chair (2017-present)
•  Presented a paper and/or poster at every GLPA conference since becoming a member in 2017

Please list any organizations that you are currently a member of:
•  International Planetarium Society (IPS) [2021-present]
•  Pacific Planetarium Association (PPA) [member: 2018-present, Inclusion, Diversity, Equity, and Accessibility 

(IDEA) Committee member: 2020-present]
•  California Academy of Sciences (CAS) IDEA Committee [member 2018-present, Core Team member 2020-

present, Indigenous Solidarity subcommittee member 2020-present]
•  CAS Staff Advisory Council [member 2017-present, Secretary 2019-2020]

Honors and Achievements:
•  I hit the milestone of 10 years in the planetarium field last fall!
•  Award for Excellence in Astronomy Education and Outreach from the U-M Department of Astronomy 2013
•  Consistently attended every GLPA since 2017, including Mini-LIPS

Statement:  I am honored and thrilled to be running for the Inclusion & Outreach Officer position on the GLPA Executive 
Committee. During my almost 4 years as Beyond the Lakes (BtL) Chair, I’ve had the opportunity to build this GLPA 
region from the ground up, since it had not been an official GLPA “state” before that time. It was also my first year as an 
official member of GLPA when I was voted Chair, but was excited to dive in head first to GLPA leadership! I’m proud of 
the progress we’ve made in BtL over those years, such as having regular quarterly meetings and having consistent entries 
in the GLPA Newsletter. I was already thinking about ways to grow my experience in GLPA leadership, so it is rather 
fortuitous that this Inclusion & Outreach Officer position was created starting this voting year. I have been involved in 
DEIA work at my workplace for a few years now, but have deepened this involvement greatly over the past year and a 
half, and along with my involvement my passion for Inclusion & Outreach has grown. It’s a lot of hard work to advocate 
for inclusion and to be successful at effective outreach, but I think these actions and topics are some of the most important 
for any organization. If elected I will try my best to expand GLPA’s reach to planetarians that have been underrepresented 
in the past and the present, and offer support for existing GLPAns so they feel welcome and able to grow their passion for 
science education and astronomy with as few barriers as possible, no matter their background. Thank you for taking the 
time to read this statement!
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GLPA Executive Committee Meeting
Virtual Meeting via Zoom

April 10, 2021

Present: Geoff Holt (Past President/Conference Registrar), Waylena McCully (President), Dan Tell (President-Elect), 
Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht (Secretary), Steve Burkland (Treasurer), Mike Smail (International Planetarium Society 
Representative), Bart Benjamin (Publications Chair), Renae Kerrigan (Conference Planning Chair), Paulette Epstein 
(Membership Chair), Peggy Hernandez (Education Chair), Tom Dobes (Technology Chair), Kris McCall (Development 
Chair).

Observing: Mark Reed (Conference Host), Steve Crawford (Conference Host/Deputy Conference Planning Chair), Cheri 
Adams (Former Treasurer), Mark Percy (Potential Conference Host 2022), Kevin Williams (Potential Conference Host 
2022).

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 10:15 a.m. EDT on Saturday, April 10, 2020, Waylena McCully Presiding.

Approval of Minutes: Dan Tell moved to dispense with the reading of and approve the minutes from the October 
10, 2020 GLPA Executive Committee Meeting. Paulette Epstein seconded. The motion carried.

Committee Reports

Treasurer Report (Steve Burkland and Cheri Adams):

Financial Report. Due to social distancing requirements in the COVID-19 health crisis, Cheri Adams and Steve Burkland 
have been unable to meet in person and transfer names on the accounts. Until the time they can satisfy these requirements, 
Cheri works closely with Steve Burkland on some of the duties of Treasurer.

Steve reviewed the balances of GLPA’s accounts:
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Steve Burkland explained that checking account expenses were largely advertisements and newsletter publications. Then 
he reviewed Virtual Conference expenses and revenue: 
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Steve Burkland pointed out that, unlike previous years, there was very little change in the account from the previous year, 
to be expected since the 2020 GLPA conference was virtual. Waylena McCully commented that the numbers puts GLPA 
on sure footing going into a world of uncertainty for the fall 2021 conference. 

Steve Burkland updated the committee on the transfer of account. Cheri was vaccinated and Steve Burkland 
would be vaccinated soon and could finally travel to Ohio to transfer names on the GLPA accounts.

Cheri thanked everyone for their support during the lengthy transition period. Cheri met with her accountant about 
doing GLPA taxes again. Cheri recommended Steve meet the accountant and continue working with her for GLPA taxes. 
Cheri bid everyone farewell and left the meeting.

Conference Planning Report (Renae Kerrigan):

Waylena McCully thanked Renae Kerrigan for her tremendous effort in planning and hosting GLPA’s 2020 virtual 
conference. She also thanked Wayne and Kris McCall for getting the goody boxes together and Tom Dobes and his team 
and Geoff Holt and everyone who worked hard to make the conference come together. Waylena commented that the 2020 
virtual conference captured the spirit of GLPA. Renae thanked Tom and Geoff again for their efforts allowing the 
conference to run smoothly. 

Conference Planning Guidelines Update. Renae, Steve Crawford, and Geoff have been meeting regularly to update the 
Conference Planning Guidelines for several months. They have updated the information, language and formatting, and 
associated forms to make the document as useful as possible to future host sites.

Update on 2021 Conference. Renae reported that the GLPA 2021 conference is currently being planned for in person in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan. Renae relayed other remarks from conference hosts Mark Reed and Steve Crawford.

-Registration costs could change a lot due to great uncertainty as facilities reopen from the pandemic closures
-Hosts accounted for the Child Care Support scholarship in their budget that was voted for last year
-Hosts will make concrete steps for inclusivity and offer a Mother’s Room in the conference spaces along with 

non-gendered restrooms

Renae handed it off the Mark for further comments about the fall conference. Mark said the conference food costs look set 
but with such uncertainty, he would confirm in a few more weeks. With everyone getting vaccinated, it looks like the in-
person conference will happen but GLPA will need to focus on promotion to encourage people to come. Mark also 
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commented that the GLPA Executive Committee should look at how they have committed to support the conference such 
as meal subsidies and scholarships and those should be factored into the equation.

Renae asked if anyone wanted the refresher on the images of the conference spaces. Steve said he had an 
additional new image of where conference registration would reside.

Renae noted that the conference budget was in good shape because of the work the Conference Planning 
Committee and hosts put in last year. 

Conference Notebook Website. Renae reported that Steve Crawford is making a conference website for a digital 
notebook that will be used at the 2021 conference. Renae commented on her hopes that it will be easier for delegates to 
use and navigate.

Hybrid Option. Renae said GLPA will need a hybrid option for the 2021 conference and she spoke to Tom about the 
possibilities. Tom said he believed it could work using Zoom. Because streaming has already been set up for previous 
conferences, the main challenge would be in allowing virtual delegates to speak. Tom said the tech team could project 
virtual speakers onto a projection screen and mirror that for online streaming but it will require more staff including 
additional virtual hosts and zoom moderator. Renae suggested that they send out a survey to see who plans to attend in 
person or virtually. Geoff suggested the survey should be sent soon so we can forecast registration costs and that the 
options should not be binary because people may not have made up their minds yet whether they will attend in person.

Renae commented that one of the most popular aspects of the 2020 virtual conference was the “goody box” 
mailed to delegates and that GLPA would likely want to do this for their virtual delegates. Steve Burkland commented that 
the goody boxes for 2020 totaled at $2,461.92 and masks were $700 of that total.

Mark said that members will likely ask if this virtual/in-person hybrid conference option will be offered in future 
years. There was general agreement that the decision could be made after seeing how the 2021 conference plays out.

Dan suggested GLPA reach out to sponsors to see if they would be interested in a virtual sponsorship package 
add-on to support the virtual component of the conference with opportunities to promote their brand to virtual delegates. 
Mike suggested GLPA could send out non-dome sponsor presentations to virtual delegates. Tom pointed out there could 
be copyright concerns but he could stream those presentations to Zoom only, not YouTube or anywhere publicly. Dan 
emphasized making the virtual sponsorship and add-on because GLPA does not have a history of streaming sponsor 
sessions.

Waylena commented that it would be good to have the survey ready before the state meetings. Renae said she 
would work on the survey for fall conference delegates and send around for feedback soon.

Steve Burkland asked how many people attended the 2020 virtual conference. Renae replied, 139 delegates and 
18 sponsors, more than some in-person GLPA conferences. Steve Burkland commented that the value of a hybrid 
conference is getting new attendees.

Renae mentioned conference registration typically opens usually at the beginning of June but the Executive 
Committee talked about delaying it until early July this year since the conference is a bit later into November. Mark Reed 
commented this could cause problems for those in facilities with a fiscal year ending June 30. Geoff replied we could add 
a note to members that pre-registration could be offered to those who need it on a case-by-case basis and Geoff could 
handle that as registrar.

Renae asked if there was anything else to discuss on the virtual conference.
Renae said the Conference Planning Committee would work hard to try to get registration ready by the typical 

time in June and it could be decided later when it is best to open registration, noting that sponsor levels and information 
for the conference website would need to be complete in May.

The Committee took a break at 12:19 p.m. EDT and reconvened at 12:37 p.m.

2022 Conference. At the Fall 2020 conference, the Executive Committee discussed whether to extend the conference in 
2022, starting on Tuesday night and ending early on Saturday with only having breakfast, door prizes, storytelling, and 
banner. Renae asked the committee if she should direct the 2022 host to follow this schedule.

Tiffany pointed out that it was a large minority, 45% of survey respondents wanted the extended conference. 
Geoff said that GLPA could add a half conference option for those who need more flexibility or attend the entire extended 
conference.
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Mike Smail moved for a new GLPA conference schedule to begin Tuesday evening and end early Saturday 
beginning with the Fall 2022 conference. Dan Tell seconded. The motion carried.

The Executive Committee also discussed having single day registration as an option. Renae pointed out the meal plan 
would need to be broken up by days as well and this could make logistics more complicated for the Registrar.

Tom said the meal costs and registration costs would likely need to be separated and additional considerations are 
the members interested in the virtual conference. Tom also argued that the conference costs should not be an exact 
percentage of the conference members register for because additional fees will be needed to cover the logistical efforts of 
offering these options.

Steve Burkland pointed out the need for quorum at the conference business meeting as well as healthy attendance 
to sponsor demonstrations. Renae pointed out the registrar has granted partial registration in the past on a case-by-case 
basis and asked if the Executive Committee thought the members needed an official partial registration option in response 
to the new Tuesday to Saturday schedule or if registrar should continue offering it only to those members who request it.

Tiffany pointed out the Executive Committee discussed before the possibility of offering two half-registration 
options such as Tuesday to Thursday or Thursday to Saturday rather than a day-by-day registration option. This could 
address concerns about quorum and sponsor engagement. There was general agreement this could work better with 
Paulette Epstein pointing out the business meeting could occur on the Thursday overlap day.

Mike suggested providing these additional options could be simplified by including meals in registration costs as 
many other conferences do. Renae asked Geoff if he had an idea of how many people each year opt out of the meal plan. 
Geoff responded with just a few, maybe 5 members or so. Renae asked if anyone had concerns about including meals with 
registration. Dan mentioned the need to offer options for those with dietary restrictions. There was general agreement that 
meals should be included with the registration fee and a breakdown of those costs could be provided for any member who 
requests that information.

Renae asked for clarification on whether the Executive Committee wanted to offer partial registration beginning 
with the 2022 conference. Dan pointed out that the Executive Committee has been discussing a partial conference option 
for five years and suggested it was time to make it official. There was general agreement to offer a partial registration 
option beginning in 2022.

Mark Reed asked if the Friday night banquet would still be a separate cost. There was general agreement that this 
expense should remain separate from registration cost.

Mark Percy and Kevin Williams joined the meeting at 12:58 p.m. EDT.

2022 Conference Proposals. Mark Percy and Kevin Williams present their proposal to the committee for two teaching 
planetariums in Buffalo, New York including the following remarks:

-Two school planetariums, Williamsville Space Lab Planetarium seats 75 visitors, Whitworth Ferguson
Planetarium seats 48

- The schedule accommodates all delegates in the planetarium in sessions
- Bussing is planned for with plenty of time to get between locations
- Could have a trip to Niagara Falls nearby

Geoff asked if students would be on-site during the conference and if there would be parking for delegates who wanted to 
drive. Ken said yes, parking could be blocked off at both sites and bussing would also be available. Mark said that 
students would be around during much of the conference, remarking his belief that this is a great reason to showcase a 
teaching planetarium.

Mark Percy and Kevin Williams left the meeting at 1:18 p.m. EDT.

Paulette presented her proposal for the Michigan Science Center including the following remarks:

- IMAX Dome seats 238, Planetarium seats 120. Flat screen theater seats 185, plus two 40 seat classrooms.
Vendor hall on site.

- Hotel not yet identified, but expected to be a 5 to 10-minute bus ride
- Other nice attractions nearby
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Kris asked if Paulette had any idea of hotel costs. Paulette said motor city would be approximately $135 or $145 for the 
closer Renaissance Hotel. 

Renae noted that the Executive Committee needed to vote on conference location at the current meeting. She 
pointed out that both bids will require bussing. Tiffany pointed out that Michigan has hosted many conferences recently. 
Kris said that GLPA conferences have also been at large facilities in recent years. Dan noted the importance of having a 
model for smaller planetariums to host a GLPA conference successfully. Renae added that both potential sites expressed 
interested in hosting GLPA in the future if they did not win the 2022 bid.

The Committee took a break at 1:36 p.m. EDT and reconvened at 1:56 p.m.

Dan Tell moved to accept the conference hosting bid from Buffalo for the 2022 GLPA conference. Tiffany Stone 
Wolbrecht seconded. The motion carried.

2023 Conference. In 2023, SEPA and MAPS were planning a joint conference at Bays Mountain Park and Planetarium in 
Kingsport, Tennessee. Renae met with conference host Adam Thanz about GLPA possibly joining for a national 
conference and he was enthusiastic about the idea and give the committee the following details:

- 330 to 350 delegates total could fit at the facility (Pleiades was between 375 to 400 delegates)
- the planetarium seats 110, so some dome sessions would have to be tripled but there were plans to accommodate
- other session rooms could seat 200 and there is a large vendor hall
- if the GLPA Executive Committee is interested, Adam agreed to talk with SEPA/MAPS about the idea
- conference would occur in June

Renae also noted that she reached out to Sally and Sarah at the Bell Museum in Saint Paul, Minnesota about possibly 
hosting the 2023 GLPA conference because they had previously expressed interest. She had not yet heard back.

The committee discussed joining the SEPA/MAPS conference at Bays Mountain detailing what aspects of the 
conference would be important to keep such as the GLPA business meeting, Spitz lecturer, and Astronomy Update. Geoff 
commented that GLPA should try to be flexible as the organization is joining an already planned conference.

Geoff asked if the hotel is walking distance from the conference site. Renae said yes, Bays Mountain is a nice 
facility in a park with dark skies and an observatory. She also noted that the banquet speaker would be a storyteller.

Waylena said there were a lot of pros and cons to consider which would only matter if the other regional 
organizations wanted GLPA to join. She said she believed the joint conference would be a benefit to GLPA members 
overall, commenting on how positive virtual conferences have been for networking with new people.

Kris asked if the committee should survey membership. Renae said there was a post conference survey after the 
2017 Pleiades national conference and most respondents said they would like a national conference every 5 years or less.

Steve Burkland told Renae that he would help with financial projection if she needed it. Renae thanked Steve.

2024 Conference. Renae noted that 2024 was still open for bids with Michigan Science Center and Bell Museum possibly 
being interested.

Waylena thanked Renae for her phenomenal service as Conference Planning Chair.
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Membership Report (Paulette Epstein):

Paulette Epstein reported a sharp decrease in GLPA members, likely due to the optional membership renewal for the 2020 
virtual conference. There were fewer new members and fewer students and fewer seniors. There was also a decrease in the 
number of schools and domeless delegates.
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Presidents Report (Waylena McCully):

Waylena McCully thanked the committee for their hard work and dedication to GLPA during a very strange period in 
modern history. She complimented the success of the 2020 virtual conference and expressed hope for normalcy soon as 
vaccination rates rise and planetariums begin cautious re-openings. 

Pandemic and Post-pandemic Support for Members. Waylena, referring to reports on social media suggesting that 
many planetariums were reopening successfully at reduced capacity, asked if the committee wanted to survey membership 
to assess current status of their facilities. Renae Kerrigan said she could include this in the survey she sends out to 
members about the 2020 conference.

GLPA Zoom Account. Waylena asked the committee if there was an ongoing need for the GLPA Zoom account outside 
of the conference. There was discussion around how the GLPA Zoom account could be used outside of the conference. 
Waylena suggested occasional virtual hospitality suites, SIG gatherings, professional development presentations. Peggy 
Hernandez said the GLPA Zoom account could support the Education Committee’s Professional Learning Community 
events. Dan Tell mentioned he wanted to use it for nominations committee meetings in the past but the Zoom account was 
not available. Dan said it would be useful for subcommittee meetings.

The committee supported a year-round active Zoom account both for the fall conference and for general use. 
Steve Burkland asked Waylena if there were any changes to the President’s budget. Waylena said no, noting that 

the conference budget from last year would be carried over to this year.
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Minutes of the GLPA Executive Committee Meeting  (cont.)

Inclusion and Outreach Officer. Waylena asked the committee to review the duties of the new office and envision how 
roles among the committee will interact with the new Inclusion and Outreach Officer.

Tasks. Waylena reminded the committee to review the task list items, update existing task statuses, and reassign existing 
tasks to new position holders where applicable.

President-elect’s Report (Dan Tell):

Dan Tell reported the Scholarship Committee has not yet been formed. Assembly of this committee will start in late spring 
or early summer of 2021 to prepare for the 2021 conference.

Dan asked the committee if they wanted to approve 10 scholarships for the 2021 conference as done in years past.

Renae moved the Executive Committee to approve 10 scholarships for the 2021 GLPA conference, the equivalent of 
10 meals and 10 registrations. Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht seconded. The motion carried.

Dan asked the committee if they wanted to reappropriate the same money this year that was allotted for Child Care Grants 
last year.

Geoff Holt moved to rollover the 2020 conference Child Care Grants budget for up to $2,250 to the 2021 
conference.  Peggy Hernandez seconded the motion. The motion carried.

Dan noted that Tiffany would join the committee to help evaluate the applications for the Child Care Grants this year. 
Geoff asked Tiffany if she would like him to draft up wording for this program for the GLPA website. Tiffany agreed to 
send Geoff language from other organizations on this topic so that Geoff could draft something for feedback.

Dan Tell formed the Nominations Committee following the October 2020 virtual conference. The Nominations 
Committee with a member from each of GLPA’s primary states was as follows: Garry Beckstrom (MI), Katy Downing 
(OH), Mitch Luman (IN), Mark Webb (IL), Sara Schultz (WIMPS), chaired by Dan Tell (Beyond the Lakes). 

The Committee came up with several fine potential candidates and after personal conversations the following 
agreed to nomination for the 2021 ballot:

President-elect: Treasurer:
Mark Percy Shannon Schmoll
Paulette Epstein Mitch Luman

Secretary: Inclusion and Outreach Officer:
Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht Keith Davis
Jean Creighton Mary Holt

Dan reported that candidates are still being identified for state chair positions with more results expected after state 
meetings. Sally Brummel had agreed to run for WIMPS Chair and Jackie Baughman may be interested in Beyond the 
Lakes Chair. Overall, Dan noted, serving on the Nominations Committee was an extremely encouraging experience, 
speaking to so many members who, even if they did not feel they had the available time to commit to GLPA office, still 
spoke highly of the meaning and value GLPA brought to their professional and personal lives.

Past President’s Report (Geoff Holt):

Handbook. Geoff Holt reported his review of the entire handbook, addressing comments and suggested changes. Geoff 
noted that there was still a lot to do to update the Conference Planning Handbook and that will take place in the future. 
Geoff was working with Tom Dobes to correct some links in the Google Docs that do not work in the embedded page.

Geoff asked Paulette if the Membership section of the handbook had been updated. She said no and that there was 
a lot of work there to do to get it updated with the current technology used by the membership chair. Geoff said he would 
reach out to those related to membership to establish regular meetings to get the handbook updated.

Geoff asked if the handbook still needed the page that includes the duties of the Print Materials Curator. All 
materials have been digitized and the Technology Chair handles the technological side of distribution of those materials 
and the Education Chair oversees soliciting new material. The committee agreed all references to the Print Materials 
Curator could be deleted from the handbook.
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Minutes of the GLPA Executive Committee Meeting  (cont.)

History. Geoff reported for Garry Beckstrom saying there was nothing new to report for history.

Secretary Report (Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht):

Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht reported the minutes from the fall Executive Committee meeting and business meeting were 
published in the winter edition of the GLPA Newsletter and that the Executive Committee held no votes between the fall 
and spring Executive Committee Meetings.

Education Report (Peggy Hernandez):

Planetarium Web Seminars (PWS). Peggy reported that PWS have continued on the last Friday of every month. The 
start time of the seminars as well as reminder emails to GLPA members are sent out in an attempt to bolster attendance. 
Peggy reminded the committee that recordings are available on the “get involved” section of GLPA website and asked the 
committee to reach out to her with ideas on topics or speakers.

Grant project. Peggy reported no applicants for the last 3 years. Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht asked how GLPA is promoting 
this grant opportunity and what can the committee do to better promote it in the future. Peggy said the information and 
application for the GLPA grant is on the “get involved” section of our website and included in the vernal equinox 
newsletter.

Peggy made a note to bring up promotion for the grant project at the next Fall Executive Committee meeting.

Planetarium PLC (Professional Learning Community). Peggy asked Paulette Epstein if she would be willing to help 
rollout this initiative and asked if anyone else would like to help. Paulette said yes, noting that many online professional 
development opportunities are in lecture format and that she would like to design some of these PLCs to be discussion 
oriented. 

Waylena McCully also offered to help host or co-host events. Geoff Holt suggested a registration process for these 
PLCs and that they should not be limited to just GLPA members.

Dayle Brown Books. Peggy said Dayle Brown reached out to her to give away her research books to good homes at the 
2021 conference. April Whitt agreed to coordinate with Peggy to get the books to good homes. Steve Crawford said that 
the sponsor hall room is huge and there would be plenty of room to add a table for the books. Peggy said any books not 
taken by the end of the conference will be returned to Dayle or donated to charity. Kris McCall suggested giving them 
away as door prizes.

NGSS Astronomy Literacy document - Alignment Update. Peggy reviewed her electronic notebook in Google slides 
format that incorporates the original astronomy literacy document (2015), the resources that were generated aligned with 
that literacy doc and the NGSS science standards. 

Many members of the committee commended Peggy on her effort for the impressive document. Geoff asked Tom 
Dobes if there was a way for us to embed the literacy notebook into the GLPA website as a Tips Booklet and restrict 
comments to the document for GLPA members only. Tom said the notebook could be embedded on the website but would 
not have comment functionality. Tom suggested a contact link for the Education chair for members to offer suggestions on 
additions and edits.

Kris asked if people would credit GLPA when using the document or a copy of the document. Geoff suggested 
adding a credits tab with that information.

Steve Burkland asked Peggy if there were any new budget items. Peggy said no.

Technology Report (Tom Dobes):

Tom Dobes mentioned that he was going to push for renewals of web costs to occur at the end of the calendar year to align 
more with the GLPA fiscal year.

Conference registration for 2021. Tom reported the website is accepting workshop submissions and SIG proposals now 
and is ready to post preliminary conference pricing when it is ready. Renae said she will send Tom information for the 
conference cost estimates and for the conference website soon.

Steve Burkland asked Tom if the Technology budget would stay the same other than the Zoom budget line moving 
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Minutes of the GLPA Executive Committee Meeting  (cont.)

from Education to Technology. Tom confirmed that as correct.
Paulette asked Tom if the state chairs could use the CiviCRM system for handling bounced emails by 

automatically updating the email list. Tom said he would look into expanding that system out to state chairs. Bart 
Benjamin noted that CiviCRM has a learning curve and not all state chairs may be interested in using it.

Development Report (Kris McCall):

Kris McCall reported a total of 9 sponsors for the 2020 virtual conference. Kris thanked Geoff Holt for developing the 
post-conference survey to the sponsors. Kris said overall the sponsors seemed happy with the conference with 87% of 
survey respondents scoring a 4 or 5 out of 5 for investment value to their company. The sponsors seemed to want more 
time to send items for the goody box. The lowest score for sponsor satisfaction was the virtual sponsor hall with a 
suggestion to create a scavenger hunt that would incentivize delegates going to the sponsor hall.

Kris McCall acknowledged Renae Kerrigan’s request to have the sponsor levels information to her by May 1st. 
Kris asked if the goody bag was going to be an à la carte option. Renae said at the last fall executive meeting the 
committee decided the goody bag would not be included for any sponsor level but would be an add-on option due to 
logistical complications for the Registrar. Kris asked if offering shows in the evening fulldome festival was also on the à 
la carte option. Renae confirmed.

Steve Burkland asked Kris if Development needed any changes to its budget. Kris said no.

Publications Report (Bart Benjamin):

On March 1st, Bart resigned as Publications Chair to President Waylena McCully, effective April 12, 2021. Bart 
expressed his interest in remaining the GLPA Newsletter Editor for the foreseeable future. Waylena thanked Bart for 
his incredible service to GLPA over the years and his willingness to stay on as Newsletter Editor to make an easier 
transition for a new Publications Chair.

GLPA Publications Chair. Bart noted that GLPA must now search for his successor on the Executive Committee 
and asked the committee to suggest names of potential successors to Waylena for consideration.

GLPA Newsletter News. Bart reported production of the GLPA Newsletter has continued to run smoothly. Emily 
Hromi and Jackie Baughman have produced 11 and 3 covers for the newsletter, respectively.

Newsletter Distribution Update. Bart reported the number of printed copies of the newsletter continue to trend 
downward while digital copies trend up. 

Advertiser Update. Bart reported the four newsletter printing bills during GLPA’s latest fiscal year was lower than 
previous years, likely due to the reduced print count. The GLPA Newsletter continues to maintain a break-even status.

GLPA Proceedings Update. Last December 1st, Bart posted GLPA’s 37th Conference Proceedings and Dale Smith’s 
33rd issue. Congratulations to Dale! After Dale completed his work, Bart created a modular, web version of his 2020 
Proceedings, as he had done before. Both the full Proceedings and individual papers from that document can be 
downloaded from the GLPA website. 

GLPA Social Media. Bart asked if social media should report to the new Inclusion and Outreach officer. Dan Tell 
said that social media was included in the description for that new office.

Bart expressed his appreciation for the long-standing support that GLPA has shown him and his hope to 
continue to serve GLPA in the future. He also expressed his commitment to making the transition to the new 
Publication Chair seamless. He said he would work with Geoff Holt to update the handbook and delineate 
Newsletter Editor duties from Publications Chair duties.

Steve Burkland asked Bart if there were any changes to the Publication budget. Bart said that the newspaper 
printing budget could be lowered to $300 but everything else would stay the same.
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P L A N E TA R I U M  S O C I A L  M E D I A  R E S O U R C E S

GLPA’s Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/glpasocial/
Administrators: Renae Kerrigan, Michael 
McConville, Tom Dobes, Paulette Epstein

GLPA’s Twitter page
https://twitter.com/GLPAsocial

Administrator: Mike Smail

GLPA’s Instagram page
https://www.instagram.com/glpasocial/
Administrators: Jackie Baughman, Michael 
McConville

The Dome Dialogues
https://www.facebook.com/groups/domedialogues
Administrators: Michael McConville, Derek Demeter, 
Anna Green, Renae Kerrigan, Dan Tell

Slack (Planetarians team)
https://planetarians.slack.com

Workspace Owners (for #glpa): Derrick Rohl, Mike 
Smail, Steve Burkland

https://www.facebook.com/glpasocial/
https://twitter.com/GLPAsocial
https://www.instagram.com/glpasocial/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/domedialogues
https://planetarians.slack.com
https://glpagear.qbstores.com


Minutes of the GLPA Executive Committee Meeting  (cont.)

International Planetarium Society Representative Report (Mike Smail):

Mike Smail reported that IPS Officers and Board are working to finalize the roles and responsibilities of a new IPS 
Advisory Council, consisting of representatives from IPS’ 25 affiliate organizations. The Council will exist to advise and 
make non-binding recommendations to the IPS Board in matters relating to IPS operation. Meetings of the Council shall 
take place quarterly in advance of the deadline for content submission for the Planetarian, in person or electronically. 
Additional meetings may be held as required.

Steve Burkland asked if the new Inclusion and Outreach officer needed a travel budget. Mike said no. 
Mike recommended to the committee to allocate $500 to the IPS program, “A Week in the United States” as done 

in previous years. A motion for ongoing financial support for this program was approved at the spring 2019 Executive 
Meeting.

Bart Benjamin asked who is tasked with writing the Inclusion and Outreach Officers section of the handbook. Dan 
replied it should be up to the first elected officer with the core duties outlined in the bylaws to serve as a basis.

Peggy Hernandez moved that GLPA shall enact an ongoing (yearly) financial support of $500 for the “Week in the 
U.S.” for an International Planetarium Operator program. Bart Benjamin seconded. The motion carried.

Old Business:

No old business.

New Business:

Waylena McCully asked if there was a policy for removing previous Executive Committee members off the mailing list. 
Geoff Holt said that committee members are rotated off the mailing list two years after they leave office.

Steve Burkland asked if he could move treasury records and budget online on Google Sheets. The committee 
generally agreed.

The committee took a photo.

Adjournment:

Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht moved the meeting to be adjourned. Bart Benjamin seconded. The meeting was 
adjourned at 6:12 p.m. EDT on Saturday, April 10, 2021.
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DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the autumn issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of July.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to the 
Editor at bart.benjamin@icloud.com for possible 
inclusion in the IPS Planetarian’s “International 
News” column.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.

The GLPA website has a page that provides a 
helpful way to determine who best could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

https://glpa.org/contacts

mailto:bart.benjamin@icloud.com
https://glpa.org/contacts
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This fall, four IPS Board positions will be up for re-election, including the North American position currently 
held by Michelle Wistisen. Board members work closely with the IPS Officers to chart and implement the 
organization’s activities, and can serve up to two consecutive three-year terms. The deadline for nominations is 
August 1st, with the election occurring in October. If you’d like more information on IPS Board roles and 
responsibilities, or are interested in running for the position, please contact Affiliate Rep Mike Smail 
(msmail@adlerplanetarium.org) or North American Board member Dayna Thompson (dlthompson3@bsu.edu). 
Looking further ahead, Dayna’s position will be up for re-election in 2022.

With IPS’ organizational restructuring of the Affiliate Representatives and Board members, GLPA’s 
elected International Planetarium Society Representative position will end on the 2022 Spring Equinox. At this 
fall’s GLPA conference in Kalamazoo, the new Inclusion & Outreach Officer position will be on the ballot 
instead. This new officer will handle some of the duties currently handled by the International Planetarium 
Society Representative, like writing these quarterly updates! If you have questions about the transition or the 
new position, please contact current IPS Representative Mike Smail.

The IPS Officers and Board are working to finalize the roles and responsibilities of a new IPS Advisory 
Council, consisting of representatives from IPS’ 25 affiliate organizations. The Council will exist to advise and 
make non-binding recommendations to the IPS Board in matters relating to IPS operation. GLPA’s 
representative to this Advisory Council will be the to-be-elected Inclusion & Outreach Officer.

In August, IPS will host a second Virtual Conference (VCon). Scaled down in time and scope from last 
summer’s VCon, the 2021 edition is a membership-driven professional development opportunity, with no 
vendor presentations or sponsorship. The conference will take place on August 9, 11, and 13. Exact times are 
still to be announced, but will follow a similar format as the 2020 VCon, with one day being timed for the 
Americas, one for Europe and Africa, and the third for Asia and Australia.

Did you know the International Planetarium Society recently turned 50? In March of 1971, 
representatives of several planetarium affiliates got together in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, to draft the by-laws of 
the International Society of Planetarium Educators (ISPE). The by-laws were approved later that year by seven 
North American affiliates, including Canada. In 1977, the name was changed to the more-inclusive International 
Planetarium Society (IPS).

Planetarium 1 in St. Petersburg, Russia will host the IPS2022 conference. St. Petersburg is the cultural 
capital of Russia, and touts the Hermitage, the Museum of Cosmonautics, the Mariinsky Ballet, and the world’s 
largest planetarium, a 37-meter dome inside a 150 year old gas storage facility. The conference will take place 
June 22-27, 2022. $350 is the planned registration fee, and there are 10 preferred conference hotels in the 
vicinity that range from $50-100/night. You can view the slide deck presented by the conference hosts at the IPS 
2020 Virtual Conference at http://bit.ly/IPS2022deck or visit their website at https://en.planetarium.one/ips.
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by IPS Representative
Mike Smail

msmail@adlerplanetarium.org
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VOLUME 16, NUMBER 2
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 53rd newsletter and the second issue of 1981 contained 
the following articles and columns:

SUMMER SOLSTICE, 1981

★  In his President’s Message, Lee Shapiro noted that the 1981 planned conference site in Norwood, Ohio had voted 
down a millage proposal for their schools, forcing GLPA to look for other alternatives for its conference site. He quipped, 
“If you or someone you know could and would be foolhardy enough to try it for this year (even if the conference would be 
shorter than usual) please let me know immediately.” [Ed. Everything eventually worked out, with Columbus, Ohio 
coming to GLPA’s rescue. As written in our conference description, “A hastily put together meeting in Columbus, Ohio 
turned out to be quite successful despite some organizational problems and a last minute change in locality. The turnout 
was small by GLPA standards, but enthusiastic. It was hosted by Sandy Hallock and his friends at the Columbus Center of 
Science and Industry.”]

★ The minutes of the spring Executive Committee meeting were printed on pages 2 - 4. The issue of the cost of being a 
member of GLPA’s Executive Committee had been raised at the 1980 General Business meeting. It was proposed then 
that the Executive Committee provide a series of proposals for the membership, with such proposals to address this 
problem. [Ed. This action paved the way for the development and gradual refinement of GLPA’s policy of reimbursing 
spring meeting travel and position-related costs].

★ Carl Wenning from the Illinois State University Planetarium described a computer program that calculates times of 
sunrise and sunset as a function of an observer’s location and date. Wenning presented the major mathematical equations 
that served as the heart of any such program.

★ Arnie Nelson from the Wausau West High School Planetarium offered a two-page table to assist planetarians in setting 
planet locations for a Spitz star projector.

★ Dave DeRemer from the Horwitz Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin described a few simple and inexpensive 
planetarium special effects projectors. These six projector projects simulated the northern lights, rising smoke, lightning, a 
stormy sky, a rocket launch, and light pollution, respectively.

★ Kenneth Wilson from the Morrison Planetarium in San Francisco presented a paper titled “Planning and Producing 
Pleasing and Practical Pola-color Projections for Planetarium People,” which detailed how polar motion effects could be 
used to add animation to planetarium programs.
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VOLUME 36, NUMBER 2 SUMMER SOLSTICE, 2001
(16 pages in length)

GLPA’s 132nd newsletter and the second issue of 2001 contained 
the following articles and columns:

★ When the summer, 2001 newsletter was completed, GLPA 
was planning to join SEPA in a first-ever joint meeting at 
Eastern Kentucky University in Richmond, Kentucky. Since 
there was no GLPA fall conference that year, October state 
meetings took on added importance. [Ed. Not only was this 
conference different for GLPA delegates because of holding it 
in June, but it was longer, beginning on Tuesday evening and 
going until midday on Saturday. Some of its distinctive 
characteristics were a southern style barbeque, a tour of nearby 
Shaker Village, and Spitz Lecturer John Stokes speaking on 
“The Lost Tools of Learning and the Planetarium.”]

★ In her President’s Message, Jeanne Bishop thanked outgoing 
Membership Chair Gene Zajac for his service and welcomed the 
new membership chair, Chris Janssen.

★ That issue’s “Planetarian Profile” featured D. Scott Stobbelaar from the Shiras Planetarium at Marquette Senior High 
School in Marquette, Michigan. In this interview, he was asked to describe any event in his childhood or youth that may 
have influenced his love of the stars and/or his career path to the planetarium. His answer was “That would be when my 
dad woke me late one October night in 1957 to see the first man-made satellite, Sputnik, go across the sky. From that 
moment on, I wanted to know what could get something into orbit and what it would be like to be in orbit. I got fascinated 
in UFO sightings but later turned to astronomy.”

★ Back in 2001, the State Chairs were Mary Schindewolf (Masui) for Illinois, Alan Pareis for Indiana, Michael Narlock 
for Michigan, Dale Smith for Ohio, and Bob Bonadurer for Wisconsin/Minnesota. [Ed. Congratulations to Dale Smith, 
who has served as Ohio State Chair since the mid-1980s. No one else has ever come close to his State Chair longevity 
record!]
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The Great Lakes Planetarium Association 
acknowledges the following companies and 
organizations for their generous support in 
Fiscal Year 2020 - 2021:

Earth Sponsors
Astro-Tec Manufacturing, Inc. astro-tec.com

Digitalis Education Solutions www.digitaliseducation.com

Evans & Sutherland www.es.com

Seiler Instrument planetarium.seilerinst.com  
Earth and 2x Moon Sponsor

Spitz, Inc. www.spitzinc.com

Moon Sponsors
Adler Planetarium www.adlerplanetarium.org/

American Museum of Natural History www.amnh.org/fulldome

Ash Enterprises www.ash-enterprises.com

ChromaCove www.chromacove.com

GOTO INC www.goto.co.jp/english
2x Moon Sponsor

Laser Fantasy laserfantasy.com

Sudekum Planetarium www.adventuresci.org/sudekum
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IMAGE CREDITS

Cover: This year’s GLPA Conference will be held in person at the Kalamazoo Valley Museum in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan from November 10-13. More information can be found on page 19.

Cover Design: Emily Hromi (emilyhromi@gmail.com)

The current design of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates small sections of 
several NASA images for its page mastheads. These and other images 
can be accessed from NASA websites such as Mars Exploration, 
Scientific Visualization Studio, and Hubble Space Telescope websites at 
https://esahubble.org/images/ and https://hubblesite.org. And because all 
these photos are from NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Image Credits page background image:  NGC 2074 in the Large Magellanic Cloud
Credit:  NASA, ESA, and M. Livio (STScI)

Image Credits page inset image:  M96: A Galactic Maelstrom
Credit:  ESA/Hubble & NASA and LEGUS Team

State News Masthead:  Young stars in the “wing” of the Small Magellanic Cloud
Credit: NASA, ESA, CXC and University of Potsdam, JPL-Caltech, and STScI
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As of this writing, another season has passed. Another 
season that ended looking very little like we expected it to 
when the season began. Safe to say that we’d all hoped for 
a careful return to normal as we progressed from summer 
into fall. Alas, new variants have proven trickier to deal 
with and so we are back to implementing a variety of 
mitigation strategies. The new vaccines are helping to keep 
most vaccinated people from getting dangerously ill, but 
those of us who are vaccinated can still catch and spread 
the virus. We’d all hoped for a different outcome, a return 
to normal.

It would appear that our new normal is that there is 
no normal.

As of this writing, my planetarium is finally once again open to the public. We are running with reduced capacity, 
masking requirements, and with show times that allow time for extra cleaning. Attendance has been great and our guests 
have been as happy to see us as we’ve been to see them. We run our shows knowing that we could be shut down again 
with very little notice. In the past few weeks, I’ve been again assisting the college in contact tracing efforts. Every chance 
I get to work in the planetarium now I try to relish, knowing that I can be pulled out again with very little notice.

So perhaps there isn’t going to be any kind of normal. So what can I do? What can any of us do?
Best thing I can think of is to recognize that we can and do create our own pockets of normal in our own lives. We 

can’t control what comes at us, so we get used to starting our longer paragraphs with “as of this writing.” Remember how 
last year we said that we are more than our domes? It’s true. We play music and create art. We have families and pets and 
friends. We run marathons and go bowling and ride tricycles. We watch birds and grow gardens and photograph the night 
sky. These things we do and so much more are all pockets of normal that we create and nurture. Draw strength from your 
pockets of normal.

As of this writing, we are still planning for our in-person conference in November. We know that there will be 
mitigation strategies in place, but the strategies in place today might be different in November. We are planning to provide 
for as much online participation as possible for members who cannot attend in person, even though we won’t know how 
many will use that option until the dates are closer. Our conference planning team is doing a remarkable job of planning 
for the widest range of possible limitations. We are planning for the best in-person conference possible under whatever 

President’s
Message

Waylena McCully

It’s been almost exactly 18 months since COVID-19 changed 
from “somebody else’s problem” to “our problem.” During 
that time, we’ve created five issues of this newsletter. Reading 
the state news reports from the past five issues, I can’t help but 
feel proud of my planetarian colleagues! We’ve been strong! 
We’ve been united! We’ve been resourceful! We’ve figured 
out ways to serve our audiences without the benefit of our 
usual domes and state-of-the-art projectors!

And in the case of GLPA, we’re also planning a 
conference, which will be held both in-person and virtually on 
November 10-13. One way or the other, we should all try to 
attend and participate. And don’t forget to personally thank 
Renae Kerrigan and each and every member of her conference 
planning team. The back page of this newsletter has their 
names. At a time when uncertainty is the global norm, these 

Editor’s Message
Bart Benjamin 135
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people have invested a great deal of their time and energy to deliver us a first-rate conference, both in-person and virtual. 
By participating, perhaps we may all feel a little more normal in an abnormal world.

Please note that the deadline for the winter issue of the GLPA Newsletter is early November. Please submit your 
facility reports to your State Chairs by the end of October. Enjoy the early weeks of autumn and safe travel to everyone 
attending the conference in Kalamazoo.

(continued on page 17)

mailto:waystar@gmail.com
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The Adler Planetarium finally has a 
scheduled public reopening date — 
March 4, 2022. In the interim, they have 
been presenting public shows on summer 
weekends. These have been well 
r e c e i v e d , w i t h m a n y g u e s t s 
understanding Adler’s current financial 
limitations and expressing gratitude at 
being able to experience even a small 
section of the museum. These public 
shows will likely continue until re-

opening. The exterior roof work mentioned in the last 
GLPA Newsletter is running slightly behind schedule, with 
the dome roof work now expected to wrap up by the end of 
September. When finished, Adler’s exterior dome will look 
like a new penny straight from the mint. They’ve been told 
it will retain its brilliance for 6-18 months before starting to 
develop that metal’s characteristic patina. Look for pictures 
in the next issue! In July, Adler hosted a Fender Sessions 
video shoot with local rock band Beach Bunny. [See 
photos on page 9]. Four musical performances and 
interview footage was shot in their Space Theater, and that 
was combined with B-roll around the museum and along 
the Chicago lakefront. You can watch the finished product 
at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLPdE09VgaE.

The ISU Planetarium is thrilled to reopen and 
welcome visitors back to its dome beginning on August 
13th! Their weekend public show is Big Astronomy: 
People, Places, Discoveries, which explores the Cerro 
Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO), the Gemini 
South Observatory, and the Atacama Large Millimeter/
Submillimeter Array (ALMA) in Chile. Also planned are 
free programs for the Sugar Creek Arts Festival, running 
October 9-10; live performances of Ghostly Tales Under 
the Stars for Halloween, October 29-30; a brief weekend 
run of Two Small Pieces of Glass in November; and the 
holiday program Season of Lights on weekends in 
December. With a new, fully trained staff, the ISU 
Planetarium has also reopened for school and community 
groups. They now offer over twenty different fulldome 
video and live planetarium programs for kindergarteners 
and first graders through adults.

The Staerkel Planetarium finally resumed in-the-
dome programming for community audiences in August, 
after nearly 17 months of closure. Thanks to Cosm/Spitz/
E&S, they are showing Birth of Planet Earth through the 
fall. The James B. Kaler Science Lecture Series will be in-
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person once again, and their college’s television crew, PCTV, will film the lectures so they can be posted to 
YouTube afterwards. The staff looks forward to offering programs in the dome in Spanish for the first time and 
resuming their sensory-friendly programs. As part of the preparation to reopen, the planetarium migrated to 
larger capacity hard drives. This means room for new content such as the Soref Planetarium’s Did an Asteroid 
Really Kill the Dinosaurs? this fall. The college returned Waylena to her planetarium duties, and the planetarium 

was permitted to rehire their outstanding part-time presenter, Tania Swigart. Sadly, their efforts to replace their full-time 
operations manager and part-time student workers have gone more slowly than expected. This means that Erik and 
Waylena will be doing their best to cover cashier and office duties in addition to their regular work. Even with these new 
challenges, the Staerkel Planetarium crew are happy to be reunited.

The team at the Dome Planetarium is enjoying the opportunity to learn the new Digistar 7 software, and 
discovering ways to make the digital Digistar system work with their Zeiss ZKP4 starball. They are working on a new live 
show about Earth’s geologic history, asteroid impacts, and the OSIRIS-REx mission called Dinosaurs vs. Asteroids, 
targeted to open in September. The Peoria Riverfront Museum has had a busy summer, and they are grateful to have been 
able to add two part-time planetarium presenters to their team.

The Strickler Planetarium reopened this summer for public shows and, after the COVID hiatus, resumed a new 
series of live monthly presentations that they’re calling Skywatch Live. The June show brought audiences up-to-date on 
major solar system missions from the past year, and the July show focused on the question of life in the universe, 
prompted by the governmental report on Unexplained Aerial Phenomenon. In other news, after 13 years as Planetarium 
Director, Stephen Case is stepping down and moving into a position in Olivet Nazarene University’s Honors Program. 
Steve’s replacement will be Jeri Lamont. Jeri is an Olivet graduate who has served for the past several years as a geology 
and astronomy lab instructor, and Steve is excited about the energy, enthusiasm, and expertise that she’ll bring to this 
position.

Here in early August, COVID numbers are rising. Triton College is requiring everyone to wear masks indoors 
regardless of vaccination status. This all happens less than two weeks before the Cernan Earth and Space Center 
planned to resume public programs. Out of an abundance of caution, and because 50% of a typical audience are youth 
who cannot be vaccinated yet, the Cernan Center will not be giving any general public programs for the foreseeable 
future. Instead, they will actively promote virtual field trips into early 2023. Schools, libraries, and other groups are 
invited to schedule a one hour online program, free of charge. At this time, many area schools are still planning in-person 
learning this fall, so the staff is also prepared to welcome groups in person into the dome on a limited basis. While on a 
recent group Zoom meeting, one facility mentioned they offer “double bubbles” where a family or group can make a 
reservation for a private program. Cernan is small enough that they could offer this option; they just need to figure out the 
correct price point. If this happens soon enough, the staff will have an experience to share with their GLPA colleagues in 
November.
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DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the winter issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of October.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to the 
Editor at bart.benjamin@icloud.com for possible 
inclusion in the IPS Planetarian’s “International 
News” column.

WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.

The GLPA website has a page that provides a 
helpful way to determine who best could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

https://glpa.org/contacts

mailto:bart.benjamin@icloud.com
https://glpa.org/contacts
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Left and Above: These three photos from the Adler 
Planetarium feature Beach Bunny performing in their 
Space Theater for a Fender Sessions performance piece.

Below: The Staerkel Planetarium staff, including their 
trustworthy Dr. Einstein mascot, are all very happy to 
be reunited.

Above: Participants of the Cernan Earth and Space Center’s 
Rocket Camp 2021 pose in front of the building.

PHOTO PAGE: ILLINOIS
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The Koch Immersive Theater and Planetarium at the Evansville Museum remains open four days 
a week presenting hourly shows each day. They opened two new shows over the summer — Birth of 
Planet Earth, produced by Spitz Creative Media, and Touch the Stars, produced by Afterglow 
Studios. Its recent public outreach events featuring telescopes on its entrance plaza included a public 
Moon viewing event in July and Saturn viewing in September.

After several years of planning, the Kalamazoo Valley Museum Planetarium staff (Mark 
Reed and Steve Crawford) have entered the homestretch for the in-2021 GLPA in-person 
Conference scheduled from November 10-13. If you haven’t registered, please consider 
doing so because they have planned a great conference! In other news, the Kalamazoo 
Valley Museum (KVM) is now open to the public with a limited schedule that ensures that 
there is adequate time for cleaning and social distancing that includes the planetarium. 
Currently they are presenting Morehead Planetarium’s The Magic Tree House: Space 
Mission to their patrons. In addition to conference planning and presenting shows to the 
public, they’ve also been able to update their E&S planetarium components to Digistar 7. 
In short, lots of positives to report including an updated flat-screen theater that should be 
ready to show off for the conference.

The Ward Beecher Planetarium in Youngstown is gearing up for a return to a full public 
schedule starting in September. They had several tech people visit at the end of August to tune 
up their video equipment and Chronos before the start of classes on August 30th. This 
summer, they have been doing “pop up” public shows that have been very popular and will 
follow the same format for fall shows. While they are not assigning seats to visitors, they are 
trying to keep their capacity at 1/2 to 2/3 full, and since they are dealing with visitors 12 and 
younger, they are requiring masks. To help with expected crowds, Nishan Adhikari is back for 
his senior season, and they are adding three new student employees — Amanda Keating, 
Alssa Leone, and Aubree Peterson-Spanard — the “A” team! Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht was a 
partial casualty of the Great COVID Purge of last summer. She is now part-time and will be 
taking a second part-time position as the STEM Education Officer at Associated Universities 

Inc. Pat Durrell, Curt Spivey, and crew have also made several upgrades under the dome during the extended off season. 
They now have seat numbers on all permanent seats to help with assigned seats during classes. They have also replaced all 
eight photos in the astronomy “gallery” along the sides of the planetarium. Former student Peter Zelinka is now a 
professional astrophotographer living in Arizona and he gifted YSU with three of his photos on metal mounts. That 
inspired the staff to replace all their photos! [see photos on page 13]. They have also added an assisted listening device to 
the sound system, a motorized blind to cover the white board during shows, and four beefy fold-out seats for any visitors 
who are uncomfortable in the regular seats.

The Cleveland Astronomical Society will be celebrating its 100th anniversary in March of 2022. Although it 
may not be completed by the time of their celebration banquet, the CAS is preparing a book, divided into eras of different 
presidents, meeting locations, and other activities. Jeanne Bishop, Joe DeRocher, Bob and Ingrid Sledz, Gary Bergstrom, 
and Len Muni held an organizational writer’s meeting in August. How the book is published and disseminated will 
depend on future decisions about target audiences. Many members of the Cleveland Regional Association of Planetarians 
also are very active members of CAS.

The Vandalia-Butler Planetarium at Smith Middle School under the direction of Scott Oldfield is gearing up for 
another school year of limited capacity. With COVID protocols in place, monthly original public programming such as 



https://www.baysmountain.com/planetarium/
http://www.ash-enterprises.com


The Tale of the Scorpion, Girls Need Space, and Cosmic Jams were well attended last year. This year’s 
focus will be the current billionaire space race. The dome is in use an hour a week for the high school’s 
elective astronomy class.

Alex Mak has retired after 39 years at the University of Toledo’s Ritter Planetarium. Heidi 
Kuchta has taken over for Alex. Heidi, originally from the greater Cleveland area, has worked at Ritter for 

the past six years, first as an undergraduate and then as a graduate student. Alex is enjoying the best of both worlds in 
retirement, with keys and free access, but no paperwork or schedules. Alex was honored at a festive party in late June.

In Bowling Green, Dori Anderson noticed an impromptu helio projection on the floor of her garage through the 
leaves of a linden tree. Nearby, the BGSU Planetarium under Dale Smith did some programs for schools and a summer 
camp in May and June.

S TAT E  N E W S
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In the fall of 2020, the original Bell Museum Planetarium 
production Mysteries of Your Brain opened to public audiences. 
With Aurora Consulting, they conducted evaluation sessions to 
determine if this content was engaging in the immersive 
environment of the planetarium, and whether the experience of 
watching Mysteries of Your Brain made viewers more willing to 
choose non-astronomy shows in the future. The short answers: yes 
and yes, and planetarium staff will be sharing more about the 
results at the GLPA conference this fall!

The Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium has an update about 
its HamHigh project on page 21.

After 16 months, the Manfred Olson Planetarium at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is getting ready for 
their first live in-person public program with a favorite, Stars & S’mores, as part of the Fall Welcome for students and the 
community in early September. Salsa dancing lessons will kick off the month of Latinx Heritage Month programs. Their 
programs will be a mix of in-person and virtual (not only to accommodate people who are not comfortable being in closed 
spaces but also to accommodate the people who join their programs from afar). There is talk about a new planetarium on 
campus to replace the original one. Jean Creighton (jcreight@uwm.edu) would be grateful for any advice that colleagues 
may have for planning a new facility.

Dome doors finally swung open for the Soref Planetarium at the Milwaukee Public Museum on July 
24th. Visitors were delighted with two of their original productions: Stargazers of Africa and Constellations! Next up is 
another Soref show, A to Z Astronomy.

Autumnal Equinox, 2021

Above: The Ward Beecher Planetarium at Youngstown State University recently updated its astronomy “gallery” with photographs 
from former student and professional astrophotographer Peter Zelinka.
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ALAN J. PECHE (1964 - 2021)
Alan J. Peche, who has served as Director of the Barlow Planetarium on the 
Fox Cities campus of the University of Wisconsin Oshkosh since 2008, died 
at his home in Appleton, Wisconsin on June 12, 2021 after a four-month 
battle with pancreatic cancer. He was a devoted father, husband, and friend. 
He was 56.

Alan was born on December 30, 1964 in Wausau, Wisconsin to 
Leonard & Rosella (Holbach) Peche. He grew up in Medford and attended 
UW-Eau Claire where he graduated summa cum laude in Math & Physics 
Education. He credited professors at Eau Claire with fostering his love of 
science and astronomy and making him the teacher he was.

Alan moved to Baton Rouge where he met his wife, Janet Barklage, 
while working as the Planetarium Educator for the Louisiana Arts & Science 
Center. They married in 1993 and relocated to Tampa, Florida where he was the Planetarium Director at 
the Museum of Science & Industry (MOSI) and a physics teacher. He moved to Appleton in 2008 as the 
Director for the Barlow Planetarium. Throughout his career he shared his love of science, astronomy, and 
space exploration with all ages as well as designing and renovating several planetariums.

Alan is survived by his wife and two daughters, Olivia and Amelia. He was the proudest father 
and always said they were the best thing he ever did and the two bravest people he’d ever known. He is 
also survived by his beloved cat, Watson, who remained loyally by his side and his wife’s cat, Kai, who 
continued to ignore him.

Alan expressed his deep appreciation to the friends and family who reconnected with him over 
the last weeks of his life to reminisce and allow him to share how much each person meant to him.

“You — You alone will have stars as no one else has them . . . In one of the stars I shall be 
living. In one of them I shall be laughing. And so it will be as if all the stars will be laughing 
when you look at the sky at night. You, only you, will have stars that can laugh! And when 
your sorrow is comforted (time soothes all sorrows) you will be content that you have known 
me. . . You will always be my friend. You will want to laugh with me. And you will sometimes 
open your window, so, for that pleasure. . .”

from The Little Prince, Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

According to Alan’s wishes, a celebration of his life was held at the UWO at Fox Cities Communication 
Arts Center in Menasha on July 30, 2021. A second celebration of life was held at MOSI in Tampa, 
Florida on August 12th. Alan wanted these to be casual parties to share happy memories with family and 
friends and his request was for us to carry on without him, he will be there in spirit.

Alan also wished that in lieu of flowers, friends should please consider supporting his last 
project, which was the renovation of the Barlow Planetarium, specifically the planetarium’s NextGen 
project through the UW-Fox Cities Foundation.
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SEILER INSTRUMENT CELEBRATES 75 YEARS!
adapted from a press release provided by Seiler Instrument

St. Louis-based Seiler Instrument celebrates its 75+ anniversary in 2021!
Seiler Instrument began with humble origins. When the company launched in September of 

1945, the staff included just its founders — husband and wife duo Eric H. and Dora Seiler. 
Operations ran out of a small, rented manufacturing and office space located downtown at 922 Pine 
Street. Eric H. Seiler, who had been trained in Germany as an instrument maker, had come to the 
United States in 1923. He founded Seiler Instrument with a focus on repairing microscopes and 
surveying equipment. Mr. Seiler was a person of many talents. He was not only able to design and 
build instruments, but he was also able to train people. His multi-faceted approach provided Seiler 
with a solid foundation to grow the business.

During its subsequent growth, Seiler’s focus on optical instruments hasn’t wavered. The 
company operates four major divisions: Manufacturing, Geospatial, Medical, and Planetarium. The 
company serves as a contract manufacturer for precision machining and optical instrument assembly, 
and sells surveying software and instruments, medical and dental microscopes, and as Exclusive 
Partner to ZEISS for planetarium equipment.

Today, Seiler Instrument counts almost 250 employees, does business around the globe, and 
calls a 148,000-square-foot headquarters in Kirkwood, Missouri home. Revenue has come a long 
way too. The company is on pace to do $80 million in sales in 2021.

While Seiler has grown significantly since its founding in the 1940s, it hasn’t strayed from its 
roots. A point of pride for the company is a high number of first-generation immigrant employees 
working to achieve the American dream. That’s exactly what their founders were — first-generation 
immigrants. Seiler Instrument is proud of its humble roots and looks forward to continuing to refine 
and grow the company as an example of what determination and hard work can achieve.

ABSENTEE BALLOT FOR GLPA ELECTION
Members who will not be able to attend the conference and who have paid dues for 
the upcoming year may request an absentee ballot from the Membership Chair. 
However, they must do so before October 27th (two weeks before the conference). 
Candidate information was printed in the summer issue of the GLPA Newsletter, 
beginning on page 19.



Editor’s Note: Although Mary Holt compiled and emailed a Beyond 
the Lakes report, it was lost in cyberspace and therefore wasn’t 
included in the autumn issue of the GLPA Newsletter. Her Beyond 
the Lakes report can be downloaded as a separate Addendum 
document from the GLPA Newsletter Download Page (https://
glpa.org/newsletter/download) and eventually from the GLPA 
Newsletter Archive (https://glpa.org/history/gnews-archive).
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STATE CHAIR ELECTIONS

Elections for State Chairs will be held this fall during the GLPA Conference’s state 
meeting sessions. If you would like to run for election or re-election as State Chair, 
please contact Waylena McCully at waystar@gmail.com to make certain that your 
name is on the ballot for your state.

REMINDER: RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP

Members not attending the GLPA conference should still renew their annual GLPA 
membership by visiting https:glpa.org/membership and follow the instructions in 
either the Purchase Membership Online or Purchase Membership by Mail sections.

President’s Message    (continued from page 3)

limitations we face.
We cannot know for certain how the conference will turn out, although I have never wanted to attend a conference 

as much as I do this one. What we do know is that this conference will not be normal.
As of this writing, I’m home from work and the weather is lovely. The temperatures are reasonable and there is a 

delicious breeze blowing through the trees. Time to go ride my tricycle.
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C O N F E R E N C E  U P D AT E

Dear GLPA Members,

As a friendly reminder, registration is still open for this year’s (2021) Great Lakes Planetarium Conference 
2021 Conference! Visit https://glpa.org/2021 and log in for more information and to register for the conference.

This year’s conference will be held in person at the Kalamazoo Valley Museum in Kalamazoo, Michigan 
from November 10-13. The conference hotel is conveniently located just across the street, eliminating the need 
for busses. The planetarium, flat screen theater, and other conference spaces are all just steps from each other.

Despite postponing our in-person gathering last year, our hosts have continued to plan and adjust with our 
changing times to host our annual conference in November. We hope you will be able to join us in Kalamazoo, 
where we have a great conference planned for you.

We understand that we have been living in unusual times, so GLPA will be offering an expanded virtual 
option this year. Virtual attendees will be able to participate via Zoom, listen to invited talks, ask questions, and 
present papers, workshops, and more. A conference swag bag will also be mailed to each virtual participant.

If you or someone you know needs help attending the conference, don’t forget that scholarships are 
available. This year, a new Child/Dependent Care Grant has been added. Information is available at the above 
link. Apply for these opportunities by September 15th.

We also know that safety is on everyone’s mind. To offer the safest environment that we can for this 
year’s conference, our hosts will utilize our institutional safety protocols and make face masks and hand 
sanitizing stations available. While these practices help mitigate viral transmission, we strongly encourage ALL 
delegates and sponsors to be vaccinated and wear masks to ensure that we have a healthy and meaningful 
conference.
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POST-FLIGHT UPDATE:
PROJECT HAMHIGH: CIRCUMNAVIGATING THE WORLD IN A BALLOON

by Brian Cieslak
Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium, Waukesha, Wisconsin 

K9WIS - Project Ham High Director
k9wis@twc.com

[Editor’s Note: This is an update to Brian Cieslak’s original article that appeared on page 21 of the spring, 2021 
issue of the GLPA Newsletter].

I am sorry to report that we have not received any location reports from HamHigh since May 14th at 6:32 AM CDT. The 
projected path of HamHigh would place it over the Pacific Ocean today and if it was still functioning should have been 
heard by ham radio operators in Japan, Australia, Hawaii, and the West Coast of the USA.

After discussions with other Pico Balloonist enthusiasts on 
the internet our best guess is that HamHigh did not have 
enough altitude to make over the top of the Himalaya 
mountains, or it encountered one of the big storms brewing 
over Asia.

It was an interesting and exciting journey. HamHigh took 
the Polar Express Tour up to Greenland and Iceland, then 
the long way down the Northern Atlantic to cross over into 
Europe near Spain. There were many skeptics that thought 
crossing the Atlantic wouldn’t be possible.

Once entering Europe, HamHigh headed North again flying over Europe and the Scandnavian countries, finally turning 
East floating over Northern Russia. We call this path the Northern Lights Tour.

HamHigh then headed back South floating over the ‘stan’ countries of Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and 
Afghanistan, near the Iranian Border. This was the last place we heard from HamHigh before the jet stream would have 
taken it further East.

Standing in its way was the Himalayan Mountain range that includes Mount Everest. HamHigh was last reported as flying 
at 8,000 meter (26,500 feet). Mount Everest stands at 9,000 meters (29,850 feet). There were also some towering storm 
clouds in the area over India and Tibet, cloud tops over 12,000 meters (41,000 feet). This is the area where we think 
HamHigh met its match.

HamHigh did travel over 22,275 Kilometers (13,842 miles) on its journey over 8 days and 14 hours, The circumference of 
the Earth around the equator is 40,075 km (24,901 miles). If it did cross over into Mongolia before coming down it would 
have traveled half-way around the world. (longitude 88 degrees W to longitude 92 degrees E). That’s quite an 
accomplishment!

So as of today, 5/17/2021, we are going to declare the mission over and a partial success. Watch the planetarium web page 
at https://sdw.waukesha.k12.wi.us/planetarium for a future planetarium show focused on Project HamHigh that will 
feature a display of the new and improved HamHigh II.

This is HamHigh Mission Control . . . signing off!
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In August, IPS held a second Virtual Conference (vCon). Scaled down in time and scope from last summer’s 
vCon, the 2021 edition was a membership-driven professional development opportunity, with no vendor 
presentations or sponsorship. 236 IPS members attended, hearing from a wide swath of IPS Committees 
including Equity Diversity and Inclusion (EDI), Education, Portables, Membership, and more! Sessions were 
archived, and are now available to watch on the IPS YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCDoruS0ADL1hoRozRpzKx8g). IPS intends to continue hosting vCons in the alternate years between the in-
person conferences.

During October and November, four IPS Board positions will be up for election, including the North 
American position currently held by Michelle Wistisen. GLPA member Charissa Sedor will be on the ballot; 
her, and all, candidate statements are available on the IPS Elections page (https://www.ips-planetarium.org/
page/elections). Board members work closely with the IPS Officers to chart and implement the organization’s 
activities, If you’d like more information on IPS Board roles and responsibilities, please contact Affiliate Rep 
Mike Smail, or North American Board member Dayna Thompson. Looking further ahead, Dayna’s position will 
be up for re-election in the fall of 2022.

With IPS’ organizational restructuring of the Affiliate Representatives and Board members, GLPA’s 
elected International Planetarium Society Representative position will end on the 2022 spring equinox. At this 
fall’s GLPA conference in Kalamazoo, the new Inclusion & Outreach Officer position will be on the ballot 
instead. This new officer will handle some of the duties currently handled by the International Planetarium 
Society Representative, like writing these quarterly updates! If you have questions about the transition or the 
new position, please contact current IPS Affiliate Representative Mike Smail.

Planetarium 1 in St. Petersburg, Russia will host the IPS2022 conference. The IPS Fulldome Festival 
will be on June 22-23, 2022, and the conference will be June 25-29, 2022. Delegate registration will open later 
this year with IPS member ‘early bird’ rates starting at $270. There will also be a virtual conference registration 
option for those unable to make the trip to St. Petersburg. The conference webpage is getting fuller by the day. 
See for yourself at https://www.ips2022.com/. St. Petersburg is the cultural capital of Russia, and touts the 
Hermitage, the Museum of Cosmonautics, the Mariinsky Ballet, and the world’s largest planetarium, a 37-meter 
dome inside a 150 year-old gas storage facility.

At the summer IPS Board meeting, the location of the IPS2024 conference was determined. In June, 
2024, we will travel to Germany, the birthplace of the projection planetarium for our biennial conference. 
Planetarium Jena will host the IPS Fulldome Festival, while the combined domes and facilities of the Stiftung 
Planetarium Berlin (Berlin Planetarium Foundation) will host our conference. Additional information is 
available at https://www.planetarium.berlin/ips2024.
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by IPS Representative
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msmail@adlerplanetarium.org
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VOLUME 16, NUMBER 3 AUTUMNAL EQUINOX, 1981

In the history of the GLPA Newsletter, there were ten issues that were never created. These occurred during the 
newsletter’s first 15 years. Sometimes, the Newsletter Editor didn’t feel there was enough material to create a 
newsletter, so the submissions for two issues were combined to make one. The first change in editorship — 
from Dave DeBruyn to Dave Hoffman in late-1974 — caused two issues to be missed.

The autumn issue of 1981 was the final missing issue in the GLPA Newsletter’s history. It was likely caused by 
another editorship transition, this time between Dave Hoffman and Carl Wenning.

Beginning with the winter issue of 1981 (#54 in its history), the GLPA Newsletter has been published 
continuously each quarter, with no further interruptions. 159 issues later, this autumn issue of 2021 is issue 
#213 in the GLPA Newsletter’s 55 year history.
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VOLUME 36, NUMBER 3 AUTUMNAL EQUINOX, 2001
(30 pages in length)

GLPA’s 133rd newsletter and the third issue of 2001 contained the 
following articles and columns:

★ GLPA President Jeanne Bishop praised the recent SEPA-GLPA conference, which had been held in 
Richmond, Kentucky in late-June. The 2001 conference was GLPA’s first joint conference with SEPA.

★ Because the SEPA-GLPA Conference had taken place in June, there was no fall conference in 2001. 
Therefore, the state meetings that would have typically been held in the spring took place in October instead.

★ At the SEPA-GLPA Conference in June, GLPA conducted its election of officers. The outcome of this 
election saw Joe DeRocher elected as President-Elect, Bob Bonadurer re-elected as Secretary/Treasurer and 
Susan Reynolds Button re-elected as IPS Representative.

★ It was reported that Gene Zajac recently stepped down from his 
role as GLPA’s Membership Chair. He was replaced by Chris 
Janssen.

★ It was noted that the next GLPA Conference would be held from 
October 23-26, 2002 in Menasha, Wisconsin. 

★ Dan Francetic’s two-page “Survey of Teachers Visiting a 
Planetarium” was printed in the newsletter. This survey could be 
used by planetariums to collect feedback and ideas from their 
visiting school groups.

★ Jeff Potter from the Ritter Planetarium-Brooks Observatory 
wrote an article titled “Spread the Word: Increasing Attendance 
and/or Revenue.” It was an excerpt from his paper presented at the 
2001 joint SEPA-GLPA Conference.
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Visit the GLPA Newsletter Archive at
https://glpa.org/history/gnews-archive

Photo caption: During the conference’s tour of 
Shaker Village, this “19th Century guide” showed 
planetarian visitors his Big and Little Dippers.
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P L A N E TA R I U M  S O C I A L  M E D I A  R E S O U R C E S

GLPA’s Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/glpasocial/
Administrators: Renae Kerrigan, Michael 
McConville, Tom Dobes, Paulette Epstein

GLPA’s Twitter page
https://twitter.com/GLPAsocial

Administrator: Mike Smail

Slack (Planetarians team)
https://planetarians.slack.com

Workspace Owners (for #glpa): Derrick Rohl, Mike 
Smail, Steve Burkland

The Dome Dialogues
https://www.facebook.com/groups/domedialogues
Administrators: Michael McConville, Derek Demeter, 
Anna Green, Renae Kerrigan, Dan Tell

GLPA’s Instagram page
https://www.instagram.com/glpasocial/
Administrators: Jackie Baughman, Michael 
McConville
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This image is one of the most photogenic examples of the many turbulent stellar nurseries the NASA/ESA 
Hubble Space Telescope has observed during its 30-year lifetime. The portrait features the giant nebula NGC 
2014 and its neighbour NGC 2020 which together form part of a vast star-forming region in the Large 
Magellanic Cloud, a satellite galaxy of the Milky Way, approximately 163 000 light-years away.

Credit: NASA, ESA, and STScI https://esahubble.org/images/heic2007a/

https://esahubble.org/images/heic2007a/


The Great Lakes Planetarium Association 
acknowledges the following companies and 
organizations for their generous support in 
Fiscal Year 2020 - 2021:

Earth Sponsors
Astro-Tec Manufacturing, Inc. astro-tec.com

Digitalis Education Solutions www.digitaliseducation.com

Evans & Sutherland www.es.com

Seiler Instrument planetarium.seilerinst.com  
Earth and 2x Moon Sponsor

Spitz, Inc. www.spitzinc.com

Moon Sponsors
Adler Planetarium www.adlerplanetarium.org/

American Museum of Natural History www.amnh.org/fulldome

Ash Enterprises www.ash-enterprises.com

ChromaCove www.chromacove.com

GOTO INC www.goto.co.jp/english
2x Moon Sponsor

Laser Fantasy laserfantasy.com

Sudekum Planetarium www.adventuresci.org/sudekum
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IMAGE CREDITS

Cover: This year’s GLPA Conference was held at the Kalamazoo Valley Museum in Kalamazoo, 
Michigan from November 10-13. More information can be found in the information box on page 12. 
GLPA members will be notified by email when additional conference resources are available.

Photographers: With the exception of the two group photos, the photographs on the cover were 
taken by Mike Smail, Jackie Baughman, and Michael McConville.

Design: Jackie Baughman (qnbaughman@gmail.com).

The current design of the GLPA Newsletter incorporates small sections of 
several NASA images for its page mastheads. These and other images 
can be accessed from NASA websites such as Mars Exploration, 
Scientific Visualization Studio, and Hubble Space Telescope websites at 
https://esahubble.org/images/ and https://hubblesite.org. And because all 
these photos are from NASA, they are free to use (with proper credit).

Image Credits page background image:  NGC 2074 in the Large Magellanic Cloud
Credit:  NASA, ESA, and M. Livio (STScI)

Image Credits page inset image:  M96: A Galactic Maelstrom
Credit:  ESA/Hubble & NASA and LEGUS Team

State News Masthead:  Young stars in the “wing” of the Small Magellanic Cloud
Credit: NASA, ESA, CXC and University of Potsdam, JPL-Caltech, and STScI

Bulletin Board Masthead:  M13: A Celestial Snow Globe of Stars
Credit:  NASA, ESA, and Hubble Heritage Team (STScI/AURA)

IPS Update Masthead:  Big Blue Marble Earth
Credit:  R. Stockli, A. Nelson, F. Hasler, NASA/ GSFC/ NOAA/ USGS
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‘Tis the season for change and gratitude.
Our long-awaited Kalamazoo conference was 

understandably an emotional gathering. Watching the 
reunions and meeting new members in person for the first 
time filled my heart with happiness. Let me say (in no 
particular order) that I am grateful for:

⭐ Mark Reed, Steve Crawford and the rest of the 
Kalamazoo crew for hosting us.
⭐ Mark Percy and Kevin Williamson for hosting us next 
year in Buffalo.
⭐ Renae Kerrigan as Conference Planning Chair managing 

the largest of our committees during the most challenging of times.
⭐ Geoff Holt as both Conference Registrar and Past-President.
⭐ Tom Dobes in his many roles for his website work and for he and his team in pulling off the very difficult task of 
streaming to YouTube and managing two-way virtual participation.
⭐ Our many members who have stepped up to run for offices, to volunteer for committees and to present papers, posters 
and workshops.
⭐ Our newer members who contribute their energies and help us to think in new ways.
⭐ Dan Tell for taking over as President in March 2022.

I am also grateful for those who presented me with the Mentor Award and for those who added their stories afterwards. 
My proudest moments have been watching others do great things and realizing that I may have contributed to their 

President’s
Message

Waylena McCully

Congratulations to our Kalamazoo conference hosts and 
everyone on the Conference Planning committee for hosting a 
truly stellar conference under very unusual circumstances. 
Although I was a virtual delegate, I was still able to enjoy the 
presentations and feel the camaraderie from afar.

We have been marking the 50th anniversaries of the 
Apollo lunar missions since July of 2019. Although a majority 
of our members were unborn or too young to remember them, 
their historic and scientific significance, as well as the global 
enthusiasm that they generated, are a success story that we 
should continually re-tell our audiences. 2022 will see the 50th 
anniversary of Apollo’s final two lunar landing missions — 
Apollos 16 and 17. Apollo 16’s mission dates were April 16 – 
27 and Apollo 17’s mission dates were December 7 – 19, 
1972. Sadly, only three of the six astronauts who flew on these 

Editor’s Message
Bart Benjamin 136

Issue 214

3

two mission are still alive — Apollo 16’s Ken Mattingly and Charles Duke and Apollo 17’s Harrison Schmitt. As an early 
tribute to these missions, I’ve included a panoramic lunar image from Apollo 17 below. Taken during their first lunar 
EVA by mission commander Eugene Cernan, it shows geologist astronaut Harrison Schmitt working near Steno-Apollo 
crater in the Moon’s Taurus-Littrow valley.

Please note that the deadline for the spring issue of the GLPA Newsletter is early February. Please submit your 
facility reports to your state chairs by the end of January. I wish you all a happy holiday season and a wonderful start to 
what we all hope will be a better 2022!

(continued on page 17)
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The spring 2022 combined meeting of 
Illinois and WIMPS planetarians will 
be a two-day affair, starting on the 
evening of Friday, May 13th at 
Milwaukee’s Soref Planetarium and 
cont inuing at Chicago’s Adler 
Planetarium on Saturday, May 14th.

In advance of Adler Planetarium’s 
March 4, 2022 public reopening date, 
they have been preparing to hire a 

number of part-time and full-time positions on their 
planetarium team. They will be hiring four part-time 
Theater Presenters, two full-time Theater Presenter/
Developers, and one Theater Technician, all of whom will 
have January 31st start dates. By the time you read this, 
full job descriptions and additional information will be 
available at https://www.adlerplanetarium.org/career-
opportunities/. The dome roof scaffolding over Adler’s 
historic Sky Theater has been removed, and construction 
crews then worked on the flat portions of the roof that 
cover the upper-level exhibits and Collections storage 
spaces. “To say we’re looking forward to not having a 
leaky roof over our large planetarium dome is an 
understatement, to say the least!” commented Mike Smail. 
Adler recently hosted another television shoot, this one for 
Shining Girls, an upcoming AppleTV+ series. In this time-
hopping thriller, Hamilton star Phillipa Soo plays an Adler 
astronomer, and portions of several episodes were shot in 
Adler’s Space Theater, Doane Observatory, Solarium, and 
main lobby. [See photos on page 9].

This winter, the team at the Dome Planetarium in 
Peoria is working on content related to the launch of the 
James Webb Space Telescope. Their part-time employee 
Ben has created a custom control panel in Digistar with 
Webb-related content that they hope to share to the cloud 
soon. In December, the staff will have two events related to 
the launch — a family-friendly program preparing people 
for the launch and educating them about the mission, and 
an evening night-out style “Wine and Cheese Under the 
Stars” program on the night of the launch. They will be 
updating their Wine and Cheese program so every guest 
will have individual charcuterie boxes, so guests will not 
mingle at the cheese buffet. They are also bringing back 
their Yoga Under the Stars program, asking attendees to 
remain masked for the program.

The ISU Planetarium in Normal continues to 

S TAT E  N E W S

STATE CHAIRS

ILLINOIS: Tom Willmitch
ISU Planetarium
Normal, Illinois
trwillm@ilstu.edu

INDIANA: Melinda O’Malley
PHM Planetarium
Mishawaka, Indiana
momalley@phm.k12.in.us

MICHIGAN: Ciara Johnson
Michigan Science Center
Detroit, Michigan
Ciara.Johnson@mi-sci.org

OHIO: Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Bowling Green, Ohio
dwsmith@bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Sally Brummel
MINNESOTA: Bell Museum Planetarium

St. Paul, Minnesota
sbrummel@umn.edu

BEYOND Jackie Baughman
THE East Amherst, New York
LAKES: qnbaughman@gmail.com
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welcome visitors as late summer turned to fall. Until recently, the planetarium’s weekend public program was 
Big Astronomy: People, Places, Discoveries. Until mid-November, it was Two Small Pieces of Glass: The 
Amazing Telescope. Wrapping up 2021, the planetarium will offer Season of Light the first three weekends in 
December. Heavily attended special events recently included free public programs during the Sugar Creek Arts 
Festival (October 9-10) and live performances by ISU’s Improv Mafia of Ghostly Tales Under the Stars for 

Halloween.
The Staerkel Planetarium in Champaign has many more staff members in the office, now that they have hired 

HeatherAnn Layman to be the Operations Assistant for the planetarium and the Parkland Theatre. She is also the 
supervisor for their five new student workers who are paid through the federal work study program. Erik is happy to have 
HeatherAnn fix his clerical mistakes and the student workers give him a break from the cash register. The student workers 
are also planning videos for their new TikTok account! To no one’s surprise, the planetarium has not booked many group 
visits or field trips since they reopened in August. However, they did host a wedding! Waylena modified some fulldome 
clipart to allow it to “split open” and reveal the sky in a 
manner evoking the Observatory Opening script they use 
in Digistar. She also set up a lovely script that pulls “Will 
you marry me?” from some false stars that they can use 
for future proposals. After they received a replacement 
lighting control computer, Waylena set up seasonal 
displays with their cove lights, including a “candy corn” 
display [see accompanying photo ➞]. The planetarium 
offered Un cielo, un mundo: La aventura de Big Bird 
and De la Tierra al universo with a native Spanish-
speaking presenter, Ricardo Covarrubias, for the first 
time. He is looking forward to presenting Astronom’a a gran escala in November and December because he grew up in 
La Serena, Chile. The University of Illinois brought their astronomy students to our campus once again, and the NCSA 
organized two events at the planetarium for the IEEE VIS 2021 conference. Birthday parties and sensory-friendly 
programs are also back in the dome. At the end of the semester, they will offer the Brown Planetarium’s Sunset Meditation 
to Parkland students and staff.

The news from Strickler Planetarium in Bourbonnais is now reported by their new planetarium manager, Jeri 
LaMont. The Strickler Planetarium has had large turnouts for its bi-monthly planetarium shows following its re-opening. 
Adding a new program, Beyond the Sun, to the lineup increased community interest. In early October, Strickler partnered 
with the Bourbonnais Library to offer a “Starry Storytime” to children age 3 and up. The local librarian read three 
astronomy-themed books and they explored the solar system and studied constellations. They’re hoping to increase 
community engagement through more local partnerships. [See photos below].

S TAT E  N E W SS TAT E  N E W S Winter Solstice, 2021
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The Strickler Planetarium has partnered 
with the Bourbonnais Library to offer a 
“Starry Storytime” for children 3 and up.
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Top Left: The street-level view of the new Adler roof.

Top Right: The new Adler dome roof from the zenith.

Left: Mike Smail poses with one of the 1940’s copper roof 
tiles

Lower photos: Scenes from the Shining Girls shoot in the 
Adler’s Space Theater

PHOTOGRAPHS
FROM THE

ADLER PLANETARIUM
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The spring 2022 meeting of Indian planetarians will be at the Koch Immersive Theater and 
Planetarium in Evansville on Saturday, March 26th.

The Koch Immersive Theater and Planetarium in Evansville has installed a stainless-steel 
sculpture, entitled Stargazer, at the entrance to their museum and planetarium. [See photo below]. 
The attractive new addition was created by New Mexico artist Gino Miles and measures 3 x 2 x 2 
meters and presents a visual contradiction, challenging the fundamentally static nature of most 
sculpture.

The Carmel Planetarium 
in Carmel is undergoing a 
renovation. The planetarium has a 

new LED lighting system, and is going to get new 
carpet, new chairs, and new paint. These projects 
started this past summer with new lighting and are 
supposed to be completed over winter break.

The Delta College Planetarium in Bay City reopened to the public last August with 
limited showtimes and capacity but the response has been good. Over 50 virtual field trips 
were presented to local and regional schools in the past year, with hopes that in-person 
school visits can resume in the winter. The staff have been active in the creation of other 
online content, including 57 original YouTube productions with over 30,000 views, and 10 
Facebook Live events on a variety of popular topics. One in particular, See the Northern 
Lights, brought in 102,000 watching live with over 800,000 subsequent views! Plans are 
underway to restart its successful music and immersive art programming with a variety of 
genres and styles, both live and recorded. After hosting a James Webb Space Telescope 
Community Event in December, the planetarium will offer special updates and displays 
about the mission.

The Twin Jet Nebula in Ophiuchus, a striking example of a bipolar planetary nebula. Credit: ESA/Hubble, NASA, and Judy Schmidt.



2021 GLPA CONFERENCE RESOURCES

GROUP PHOTO. The 2021 Conference Group Photo and 
its keys have already been posted to:

https://glpa.org/groupphoto2021

CONFERENCE PHOTOS. GLPA will soon offer its 
members the photographs taken by conference photographer 
Anna Green. They will be made available two ways: 1) they 
will be posted to GLPA’s Facebook Page and 2) they will be 
posted to GLPA’s Conference Photos page at:

https://glpa.org/history-conferencephotos

Option #2 provides members with the ability to download all 
the conference photos (in their original size and resolution) 
assembled into one or more Zip files.

CONFERENCE VIDEOS. Conference Videographer Tom 
Dobes has already posted the original LiveStreams of many 
of the 2021 Conference’s paper sessions and presentations to 
GLPA’s YouTube Channel, which can be found at

http://bit.ly/2KLaiSX

https://glpa.org/groupphoto2021
https://glpa.org/history-conferencephotos
http://bit.ly/2KLaiSX
https://www.rsacosmos.com
https://glpagear.qbstores.com


The spring 2022 meeting of greater Ohio planetarians will be at The Works planetarium 
in Newark on Saturday, April 30th, with Rori Leath (rorileath@attheworks.org) serving 
as host.

On September 24th, Dr. Patrick Durrell (Director, Ward Beecher Planetarium in 
Youngstown) was named the very first Warren M. Young Chair in Physics and Astronomy at a 
small ceremony in the planetarium. Warren was a long-time planetarian and GLPA member 
and was the director of the Ward Beecher Planetarium for over 35 years, from 1967 through 
his retirement in 2004, after which Pat become the director. This endowed chair position was a 
gift from Dr. George Young, Warren’s son, in honor of Warren’s lifetime commitment to 
astronomy education and service to Youngstown State University and to the broader 

community. Some of the gift will go towards supporting 
programming and personnel at the planetarium, allowing it 
to continue to be an important resource to the region for 
many years to come. [See photo ➞].

Jeanne Bishop will be presenting programs with 
Katy Downing for Westlake Schools classes in the 
Schuele Planetarium at the Lake Erie Nature and Science 
Center in Bay Village. All fifth grade science classes and 
all fourth grade social studies classes will be attending 
programs there this year. For the fourth and fifth grade 
programs, Jeanne will use a variety of Ohio standards-
based materials that she has developed. Jeanne is very 
happy to be working with Katy, using the capabilities of 
the beautiful Schuele digital planetarium.

Although Jeanne has for years presented programs for K-3 grades at the Westlake Schools Planetarium, this 
year teachers have found that the younger students in these grades are developmentally delayed due to lack of 
socialization during the pandemic lockdown last year. Teachers are trying to get the children to raise hands, line up, not 
blurt out, and follow other directions. Therefore it is unlikely this year that Jeanne and Katy will attempt programs for the 
younger Westlake grades. Jeanne has worked to dismantle the Westlake Schools Planetarium this past summer, because 
mold was found in the building housing the planetarium. All activities, including administration, were moved from the 
building and Jeanne now has an office at the new Westlake High School.

Across the state, Dale Smith has been running Cosmic Colors and Cosmic Recipe as the primary public programs 
at the Bowling Green State University Planetarium. Dan Zielinski’s My House has Stars and Milwaukee’s Spooky 
Space have also been on the agenda.

Finally, Ohio welcomes Diana Yoder at the Boonshoft Museum in Dayton and Mallory Palmer at Coshocton 
City Schools Planetarium.

S TAT E  N E W S
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NGC 4298 is a galaxy seen almost face-on, allowing us to see its spiral arms and the blue patches of ongoing star formation and young stars.
Credit: NASA, ESA, and M. Mutchler (STScI)

mailto:rorileath@attheworks.org
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The spring 2022 combined meeting of WIMPS and Illinois 
planetarians will be a two-day affair, starting on the evening of 
Friday, May 13th at Milwaukee’s Soref Planetarium and 
continuing at Chicago’s Adler Planetarium on Saturday, May 
14th.

The Southwest Minnesota State University Planetarium in 
Marshall, Minnesota just completed its run of the Halloween show 
Spooky Space by the Soref Planetarium, along with AVI’s laser 
show Fright Light. In November and December, OpenSpace will 
be used to highlight the James Webb Telescope Mission. For the 

holidays, Star of Wonder will be presented. In January, Stargazers of Africa by the Soref Planetarium in Milwaukee will 
be featured.

The Gary E. Sampson Planetarium in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin is open for field trip groups, and to the public. 
Currently, masks are required in all Wauwatosa School District buildings. Attendance is much lower than usual since the 
social distancing required on buses has doubled the bus requirements for most field trips, and the bus is the greatest 
expense for the field trip.

Milwaukee’s Soref Planetarium is currently running its own family show — A to Z Astronomy! Crowds are 
really enjoying the roller coaster ride . . . and letter D’s take on dark matter and dark energy. Its next production is DINO 
SOARS! Change Over Time, the story about the discovery that birds are living dinosaurs.

The Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin has branched out a little bit this past fall by 
adding some outreach opportunities. Professor Dr. Bob Benjamin from the UW-Whitewater and Horwitz-DeRemer 
Planetarium have collaborated on an outreach program that 
has started out very well. Dr. Bob has started joining middle 
and high school planetarium shows to share his research. 
He’s also a valuable resource and can answer any astronomy 
“wonder” questions asked by the students. The students 
value this experience and the wealth of knowledge shared 
with them. The plan is to grow this program to include 
getting these students involved in his citizen science 
opportunities. [See photo ➞]. In addition to the usual 
Christmas shows this holiday season, the Horwitz-DeRemer 
Planetarium is bringing live music to its dome! The Spring 
City Recorder Consort will share holiday and winter cheer at 
several shows under the stars! The various-sized recorders 
will delight visitors with music from medieval to modern 
times, offering an interesting opportunity for planetarium 
visitors and giving the Consort an outlet to share their unique 
sound.

The L.E. Phillips Planetarium at UW-Eau Claire remains closed to public shows due to the ongoing pandemic. 
They hope to open back up in the coming months once community transmission in the Eau Claire area has receded to 
safer levels.

The Bell Museum’s Whitney and Elizabeth MacMillan Planetarium in St. Paul, Minnesota has seen its highest 
attendance since pre-COVID times, with over 1,400 people visiting the planetarium during October’s five-day “MEA 
Weekend” (the Minnesota school fall break). They are still at reduced capacity, selling only 80 tickets out of a possible 
120 per show. They are not scheduling onsite school field trips yet, but they are keeping busy with public shows and 
virtual school programs.

Winter Solstice, 2021



As of October 1st, while Atlanta’s Fernbank Science Center’s 
planetarium and observatory were still closed to the public, they were 
allowed to visit schools in-person. April Whitt has taken her Pollution 
Solution class around to elementary schools in the county, and Dr. Scott 
Harris and Mark Lancaster have taken students on field trips to Stone 
Mountain, as well as teaching in the science center. Friday evening “at 
home planetarium” programs continue, hosted (virtually) by Dr. Harris. 
“Observe the Moon” night was a big success. April Whitt continues her 
“The Sky This Week” segments on FSC’s YouTube channel. Lauren 
Albin has joined the FSC space sciences staff and is a great asset. Whitt 
commented that “Lauren’s father, Dr. Ed Albin, taught in the planetarium 

and observatory for years. It’s great to hand off to the next generation!”
As school opened this fall, matters were tenuous at the Williamsville Space Lab Planetarium in Williamsville, 

New York. Director Mark Percy was told that he could only work with students from their 12 other schools via Zoom 
despite the fact that all the other teachers had their children in their classrooms. Patience paid off because as sports and 
extracurricular activities resumed, it was apparent that there was no reason to disallow planetarium trips. By the end of 
September, the buses were bringing happy loads of masked children back to the dome. The WSLP’s evening programs 
resumed as well, and they were very popular. Programs sold out and additional sessions had to be added to the 
schedule. Devon Jaffri got to run her first program about the moon’s motions under the dome with the assistance of the 
WSLP’s newest “night crew” member Tim Clauss. Tim is an Earth Science teacher and will run his own first program in 
December about the motions of the planets. The team is planning a series of programs for the winter and spring including 
a Mars Perseverance update, the James Webb Telescope, Apollo 16’s 50th anniversary, and of course the April 8, 2024 
total solar eclipse during which the WSLP will experience 3m 51s of totality! And oh yeah, planning is well underway for 
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P L A N E TA R I U M  S O C I A L  M E D I A  R E S O U R C E S

GLPA’s Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/glpasocial/
Administrators: Renae Kerrigan, Michael 
McConville, Tom Dobes, Paulette Epstein

GLPA’s Twitter page
https://twitter.com/GLPAsocial

Administrator: Mike Smail

GLPA’s Instagram page
https://www.instagram.com/glpasocial/
Administrators: Jackie Baughman, Michael 
McConville

Slack (Planetarians team)
https://planetarians.slack.com

Workspace Owners (for #glpa): Derrick Rohl, Mike 
Smail, Steve Burkland

The Dome Dialogues
https://www.facebook.com/groups/domedialogues
Administrators: Michael McConville, Derek Demeter, 
Anna Green, Renae Kerrigan, Dan Tell

https://www.facebook.com/glpasocial/
https://twitter.com/GLPAsocial
https://www.instagram.com/glpasocial/
https://planetarians.slack.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/domedialogues


https://www.cosm.com
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WHO DO I CONTACT?

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are 
not quite sure to whom you should direct that 
question, GLPA may have your answer.

The GLPA website has a page that provides a 
helpful way to determine who best could answer 
your question. To use it, please visit

https://glpa.org/contacts

Winter Solstice, 2021

DON’T MISS OUT

To be included in the spring issue’s State News 
column, please forward news from your facility to 
your state chair in the latter half of January.

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event 
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to the 
Editor at bart.benjamin@icloud.com for possible 
inclusion in the IPS Planetarian’s “International 
News” column.

President’s Message    (continued from page 3)

success in even the smallest of ways. 
During the conference, we welcomed the appointment of Steve Crawford as Development Chair. Steve had already 

been helping Renae as deputy for Conference Planning. As part of the host team, Steve also filled in for Kris McCall who 
was unable to attend this year or to continue as Development Chair. Thank you to both Kris and Steve.

This spring, we will welcome several new officers: Mark Percy as President-Elect, Shannon Schmoll as Treasurer, 
and Keith Davis as our very first Inclusion & Outreach Officer. Thank you to outgoing Treasurer Steve Burkland and 
former Treasurer Cheri Adams for working together in what ended up as a long transition during the first year of the 
pandemic. And thanks to Mike Smail for finishing his work as our final IPS Representative. I am grateful for the work 
Mike has done before and during the changes made by IPS, and wish him the best in his new role as IPS Treasurer.

Over the coming months, the Executive Committee will be working through these transitions and more, and we can 
use your help. We are working toward updating parts of our website and our conference registration processes. We are 
determining how to best incorporate changes to A/V and streaming capabilities. We are looking to expand ways in which 
our Education Committee can help serve our members through project grants and curriculum guidance.

This season of change is also a season of opportunity. It is a wonderful time to become a more active part of this 
incredibly multifaceted organization. If you have been or are looking for ways to be more involved with GLPA, contact 
any of us on the Executive Committee and we will help you to explore the possibilities. That’s how I got involved, and for 
that I am forever grateful.

hosting the 2022 GLPA conference.
Asheville Museum of Science (AMOS) recently received from The Elumenati a new 3-meter GeoDome Portal to 

replace an older one that no longer held air. On October 29th, AMOS held “Under the Stars: A Spooktacular Evening of 
Stars” as its annual fundraiser.

Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute (PARI) in Rosman now offers monthly “Dark Sky Astronomy Nights” 
for amateurs to bring their own equipment and take advantage of PARI’s Dark Sky Park designation by the IDA. Public 
special events (both evening and overnight) have included “Leonids Meteor Shower Experience” in November and 
“Geminids Meteor Shower Experience” in December. Future events scheduled include “Moons of Jupiter” in January and 
“Valentines: Heart-Filled Skies” in February.

Mayland Community College in Burnsville reports that site work is underway on the Glenn & Carol Arthur 
Planetarium with a plan to open in March, 2022. A 60-seat planetarium theatre will let guests gaze upon a 36-foot 
projection dome inside a 48-foot diameter geodesic dome. Before the construction crew sheathed the exterior of the dome, 
Earth to Sky Park Coordinator Blair Belt-Clark hung with ease on her aerial silk and displayed a bit of showmanship from 
her circus days.

https://glpa.org/contacts
mailto:bart.benjamin@icloud.com
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JOE SCHULTZ (1957 - 2021)
submitted by Bart Benjamin

On the evening of October 24th, former staff members of Triton College’s 
Cernan Earth & Space Center (River Grove, Illinois) gathered to remember 
their friend and colleague, Joe Schultz, 64, who had died suddenly on October 
10, 2021. Joe’s family said that he wouldn’t have wanted a traditional funeral 
service, so we opted for a non-traditional, informal memorial gathering instead.

Joe was a long-time backyard astronomer, and like me, it was the beauty 
and science of the real sky that led him to a career under a planetarium sky. 
Originally hired as a part-time show operator, Joe grew to become the lone 
veteran of both Cernan Center buildings. [Brief History: the original Eugene A. 
Cernan Space Theater building opened in 1974, but closed in 1982 because of 
structural problems caused by improper landfill beneath the building. For about two 
years, there was no planetarium on the Triton College campus . . . until the current 
Cernan Earth & Space Center building opened about a hundred meters northwest of the 
original building in June of 1984. It has remained in operation since].

Not surprisingly, Joe Schultz was the staff member who knew our two planetariums better than anyone. After 
all, Joe actually worked on building #1’s final public show night nearly 40 years ago! For all these years, Joe was a 
versatile, skilled, and reliable employee of the Cernan Center and it parent organization, Triton College. For the last 
20+ years, Joe has held the full-time position of Technical and Production Assistant, one of only four full-time 
positions in the department for most of that time. Largely self-taught, Joe was one of those people who “build and fix 
things.” Joe felt a genuine kinship with the theater and its equipment, and he would work tirelessly to fix problems that 
often accompanied aging equipment. He knew every part of a Kodak Ektagraphic slide projector, which was both a 
blessing and a curse with our 40+ inventory of those once critical pieces of theater equipment. Joe was inventive, 
tireless in learning, and he knew as much about the Spitz 512 star projector as many of the Spitz technicians who 
visited us annually.

When the Cernan Center was finally able to purchase its fulldome system from Konica-Minolta in 2015, Joe 
quickly became proficient with this new, but very different, planetarium system. The current Cernan Center Director 
Kris McCall has overseen Joe’s work for the past six years.

In recent years, when I’ve communicated with Joe and re-united with him at social gatherings, he fondly 
remembered the many planetarium experiences we shared — the many astronaut visits we hosted, how crazy busy the 
Cernan Center was on any school day in the month of May, and the amazing evolution of planetarium equipment that 
we had witnessed. . . from the Kodak Ektagraphic 2 to the fulldome projector. Joe would also describe the never-
ending supply of new theater projects that he was working on to keep the Cernan Center at its best.

At our recent memorial gathering, we also fondly remembered Joe’s kindness and sense of humor. We all 
agreed that Joe had been a great person to have as a co-worker in our small office space. We all agreed that we had 
been fortunate to know Joe for so many years. Finally, we agreed that Joe would have enjoyed being with us that 
evening! But now he belongs to the stars.
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STATE CHAIR ELECTIONS
State Chair Elections were held at state meetings during the recent conference in Kalamazoo. Here are 
the results of those elections:

Illinois: Tom Willmitch was re-elected.
Indiana: Melinda O’Malley was re-elected.
Michigan: Ciara Johnson from the Michigan Science Center in Detroit was elected.
Ohio: Dale Smith was re-elected.
WIMPS: Sally Brummel from the Bell Museum Planetarium in St. Paul, Minnesota was elected.
Beyond the Lakes: Jackie Baughman from East Amherst, New York was elected.

Remember, you can find their names and email addresses of all State Chairs on the first page of State 
News and on the GLPA website at http://glpa.org/states.

SPRING 2022 STATE MEETINGS
Some of the spring, 2022 state meetings were announced during the recent conference in Kalamazoo. Here are the 
details at press time. The most current information can always be found at http://glpa.org/states.

Illinois
Dates: Friday, May 13 (Milwaukee) and Saturday, May 14 (Chicago), 2022
Hosts: Bob Bonadurer (bonadurer@mpm.edu), Soref Planetarium, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

and Mike Smail (msmail@adlerplanetarium.org), Adler Planetarium, Chicago, Illinois
A joint meeting between Illinois and WIMPS

Indiana
Date: Saturday, March 26, 2022
Host: Mitch Luman (mluman@emuseum.org), Koch Immersive Theater and Planetarium, Evansville, Indiana

Michigan
Date: TO BE DETERMINED
Host: TO BE DETERMINED

Ohio
Date: Saturday, April 30, 2021
Host: Rori Leath (rorileath@attheworks.org), The Works planetarium, Newark, Ohio

Wisconsin/Minnesota
Dates: Friday, May 13 (Milwaukee) and Saturday, May 14 (Chicago), 2022
Hosts: Bob Bonadurer (bonadurer@mpm.edu), Soref Planetarium, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

and Mike Smail (msmail@adlerplanetarium.org), Adler Planetarium, Chicago, Illinois
A joint meeting between WIMPS and Illinois

Beyond the Lakes
This group hosts quarterly virtual meetings. Contact Jackie Baughman (qnbaughman@gmail.com) for more 
information.

http://glpa.org/states
http://glpa.org/states
mailto:bonadurer@mpm.edu
mailto:msmail@adlerplanetarium.org
mailto:mluman@emuseum.org
mailto:rorileath@attheworks.org
mailto:bonadurer@mpm.edu
mailto:msmail@adlerplanetarium.org
mailto:qnbaughman@gmail.com
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CONFERENCE REFLECTIONS

GLPA ELECTION RESULTS

On Friday, November 12, 2021, at its Annual 
Business Meeting in Kalamazoo, Michigan, GLPA 
conducted its biennial election of officers. The 
outcome of this election was as follows:

President-Elect:
Mark Percy

Secretary:
Tiffany Stone Wolbrecht

Treasurer:
Shannon Schmoll

Congratulations to our new officers (who will take 
office on the Vernal Equinox of 2022) and a big 
thank you to everyone who was willing to run for 
office.

GLPA AWARDS

At the recent annual conference banquet in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan, GLPA bestowed the 
following awards:

Fellows:
Jackie Baughman

Clifford Jones

Honorary Life Members:
Gregg Williams
Barb Williams

Service Award:
Michael McConville

Mentor Awards:
Waylena McCully

Galileo Award:
Bart Benjamin

Dr. Ronald Kaitchuck

Note: Because 2021 was the first in-person conference 
in two years, the 2020 awardees were also named and 
recognized at this year’s Spitz Banquet. Their names 
were listed in last year’s winter issue.

Congratulations to all GLPA award winners for 
2021! If you would like to nominate someone for 
GLPA Fellow, Honorary Life Member, Service 
Award, Mentor Award, or Galileo Award, please 
visit https://glpa.org/awards to read the award 
guidelines and download the PDF nomination 
forms.
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THANK YOU, GLPA SPONSORS AND 
DOOR PRIZE DONORS

    
   

     

In addition to the tireless work of the conference 
hosts and member volunteers, the 2021 GLPA 
Conference was made possible by the generosity of 
16 conference sponsors, who are listed on page 28.

Inclusion and Outreach Officer: 
Keith Davis

https://glpa.org/awards


https://planetarium.seilerinst.com
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Partial Solar Eclipse

Best seen from:

🌞

 South America

🌞

 E. South Pacific Ocean

Partial Solar Eclipse

Best seen from:
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 Europe

🌞

 Middle East

🌞

 W. Asia

Total Lunar Eclipse

Best seen from:

🌝

 E. North America

🌝

 South America

Total Lunar Eclipse

Best seen from:

🌝

 W. North America

🌝

 Pacific Ocean

Vinayak Sharma on Unsplash

http://eclipsewise.com/eclipse.html
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Recently, there have been several new additions to the IPS Free Media Resource page, including shows on 
multi-messenger astronomy, and the continuing uploads of the monthly Ball State-IPS-AAVSO shorts. For more 
information, please visit https://www.ips-planetarium.org/page/fulldomemasters.

Planning for the IPS 2022 conference in St. Petersburg, Russia is in full swing. Our host Planetarium 1 is 
putting together an action-packed week of talks, trips, dome sessions, art and cultural excursions that will excite 
any planetarian. The IPS Fulldome Festival will be on June 22-23, 2022, and the conference will run June 
26-29, 2022. Delegate registration will open later this year with IPS member ‘early bird’ rates starting at $270. 
There will also be a virtual conference registration option, for those unable to make the trip to St. Petersburg. 
The conference webpage is getting fuller by the day; see for yourself at https://www.ips2022.com/. St. 
Petersburg is the cultural capital of Russia, and touts the Hermitage, the Museum of Cosmonautics, the 
Mariinsky Ballet, and the world’s largest planetarium, a 37-meter dome inside a 150 year old gas storage 
facility.

At the summer IPS Board meeting, the location of the IPS2024 conference was determined. In June, 2024, we 
will travel to Germany, the birthplace of the projection planetarium for our biennial conference. Planetarium 
Jena will host the IPS Fulldome Festival, while the combined domes and facilities of the Stiftung Planetarium 
Berlin (Berlin Planetarium Foundation) will host our conference. Additional information is available at https://
www.planetarium.berlin/ips2024. 

Because of the pandemic-driven cancelation of the IPS 2020 conference planned for Edmonton, the IPS Board 
gave Edmonton the opportunity to host the IPS 2026 conference, but they have declined. So, we are currently 
on the lookout for potential hosts for that conference. Initial conference hosting bids will be presented at the IPS 
2022 conference in St. Petersburg, with the final decision coming at the 2023 IPS Annual Board Meeting. For 
more information on hosting an IPS conference, please contact IPS President Kaoru Kimura at president@ips-
planetarium.org. 
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by IPS Representative
Mike Smail

msmail@adlerplanetarium.org

https://www.ips-planetarium.org/page/fulldomemasters
https://www.ips2022.com/
https://www.planetarium.berlin/ips2024
https://www.planetarium.berlin/ips2024
mailto:president@ips-planetarium.org
mailto:president@ips-planetarium.org


VOLUME 16, NUMBER 4
(12 pages in length)

GLPA’s 54th newsletter and the third issue of 1981 (the autumn 
and winter issues were combined) contained the following articles 
and columns:

WINTER SOLSTICE, 1981

★ This was the first issue of the GLPA Newsletter that was edited by Carl Wenning from the ISU Planetarium 
in Normal, Illinois. [Ed.: Carl became the third Newsletter Editor, following Dave DeBruyn and Dave Hoffman. 
Wenning would serve in this capacity for 2½ years (10 issues) before handing over the responsibilities to James 
Brown].

★ The minutes of GLPA’s Annual Business Meeting recently held in Columbus, Ohio were printed on pages 
3-5. Elections were also held during this conference, with Sheldon Schafer elected as President-Elect and David 
Parker elected as Secretary/Treasurer.

★ Highlights from the 17th annual meeting of GLPA were presented. Sandy Hallock served as host. Ohio State 
University radio astronomer Dr. John Kraus was an invited speaker. In addition to the host planetariums, 
delegates toured Perkins Observatory, which houses the Ohio State University Radio Observatory (the “Big 
Ear”), the Schottland 32-inch Cassegrain reflector, and a 16-inch Schmidt camera. The Spitz lecturer was 
George Lovi from Sky & Telescope. Approximately 70 people attended.

★ Art Lusty presented GLPA with a flag bearing the GLPA logo, which was made by Art’s daughter. The flag 
will be kept by each subsequent conference host and transferred to the next conference host at the end of each 
conference.

★ Carl Wenning wrote another article with the theme of “microcomputers.” This issue’s installment calculates 
the best orientation for a solar collector and includes a table showing BTU output for both month of year and 
time of day.

★ The 1982 GLPA Conference was previewed. It will be hosted by Sheldon Schafer and Carl Wenning and 
held in Peoria and Normal, Illinois, respectively. Guest speakers would include UFOlogist J. Allen Hynek, 
Archeologist John White, and science fiction writer Philip Jose Farmer. Don Hall would be the Spitz lecturer.
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VOLUME 36, NUMBER 4 WINTER SOLSTICE, 2001
(24 pages in length)

GLPA’s 134th newsletter and the fourth issue of 2001 contained 
the following articles and columns:

★ In the first issue of the GLPA Newsletter since the September 11th terrorist attacks, GLPA President Jeanne 
Bishop recounted the horror of that day through the eyes and descriptions of Neil deGrasse Tyson, who lived in 
lower Manhattan and had written a first-hand account of his experiences that day. In his account, Tyson 
lamented “I will never be the same after yesterday, in ways that I cannot foresee.” Amidst the horrors that he 
witnessed, Tyson was able to retrieve his five-year old daughter, who was attending her second day of 
kindergarten three blocks from the World Trade Center. Bishop commented that “his account made me feel that 
I was in New York, living the tragedy and his family’s escape.”

★ That issue’s Planetarian Profile featured Marc Rouleau, Director of the Paulucci Space Theatre in Hibbing, 
Minnesota. When asked to describe an event from his childhood or youth that may have influenced his love of 
the stars and/or career path, Marc replied “I think the biggest early influence was the images that came from the 
Voyager spacecraft when they rendezvoused with Saturn. There was a lot in the newspapers and on television 
and the pictures of the planet and its rings and moons were awesome!”

★ Current officers at the time were Jeanne Bishop (President), Dan Francetic (Past President), Gary Sampson 
(President-Elect), Bob Bonadurer (Secretary/Treasurer), and Sue Button (IPS Representative). Chairs at that 
time were Art Klinger (Development), Dave DeRemer (Education), Geoff Holt (Instructional Materials), Gary 
Tomlinson (Conference Planning), Chris Janssen (Membership), and Bart Benjamin (Publications).
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Visit the GLPA Newsletter Archive at
https://glpa.org/history/gnews-archive

https://glpa.org/history/gnews-archive
https://glpa.org/history/gnews-archive


The Great Lakes Planetarium Association 
acknowledges the following companies and 
organizations for their generous support in 
Fiscal Year 2021 - 2022:

Parallel Universe Sponsors

Cosm www.cosm.com
SSIA Technologies / Sky-Skan ssiatechnologies.com

Universe Sponsors

Ash Enterprises www.ash-enterprises.com
GOTO INC www.goto.co.jp/english
Seiler Instrument / ZEISS planetarium.seilerinst.com

Galaxy Sponsors

Associated Universities, Inc. aui.edu
Astro-Tec Manufacturing astro-tec.com
Bowen Technovation www.bowentechnovation.com
Digitalis Education Solutions digitaliseducation.com
Discover Kalamazoo www.discoverkalamazoo.com
Konica Minolta Planetarium www.konicaminolta.com/planetarium
Laser Fantasy laserfantasy.com
Milwaukee Public Museum www.mpm.edu

Solar System Sponsors

Adler Planetarium www.adlerplanetarium.org
Audio Visual Imagineering av-imagineering.com

Planet Sponsors

California Academy of Sciences calacademy.org

https://www.cosm.com
https://ssiatechnologies.com
http://www.ash-enterprises.com
https://www.goto.co.jp/english
https://planetarium.seilerinst.com
https://aui.edu
https://astro-tec.com
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https://www.konicaminolta.com/planetarium
https://laserfantasy.com
https://www.mpm.edu
https://www.adlerplanetarium.org
https://av-imagineering.com
https://calacademy.org
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PLEASE NOTE:

The GLPA Newsletter is printed and mailed from:

Physics and Astronomy Department
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green  OH  43403

For a replacement copy of this newsletter, please contact Dale Smith at 
dwsmith@bgsu.edu.

THE GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION (GLPA) offers membership opportunities to all individuals in any way connected with 
the operation of planetariums regardless of geographic location. GLPA is an affiliate of IPS (International Planetarium Society), NSTA (National 
Science Teachers Association), and IMERSA (Immersive Media Entertainment, Research, Science & Arts). Membership dues are $20 annually, 
payable at the time of the Autumnal Equinox. General correspondence should be addressed to the Secretary, and requests for membership should be 
addressed to the Membership Chair (see below). The quarterly GLPA Newsletter is received by all members in good standing. Ideas and opinions 
expressed in the GLPA Newsletter are not necessarily those of GLPA, its members, or the editor. Deadlines for contributions fall on the first week of 
February, May, August, and November. Send information to GLPA Newsletter Editor (address below). Copyright © 2021.
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EDUCATION   ☆
Peggy Hernandez
peggyhernandez@u-46.org

CONFERENCE PLANNING   ☆
Renae Kerrigan
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    DEPUTY CONF. PLANNING CHAIR
    Steve Crawford
    steve.g.crawford@gmail.com

    CONFERENCE REGISTRAR
    Geoff Holt
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    2021 CONFERENCE HOST
    Mark Reed
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    Mark Reed
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